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ABSTRACT 
A report is presented on the final phase of an energy research 
program conducted by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) involving 
two geothermal well sites in the State of Louisiana-the Gladys McCall site 
and the Willis Hulin site. The research program was intended to improve 
geothermal technology and to determine the efficacy of producing 
electricity commercially from geopressured resource sites. The final phase 
of the program consisted of plug and abandonment (P&A) of the wells and 
restoration of the well sites. Restoration involved (a) initial soil and water 
sampling and analysis; (b) removal and disposal of well pads, concrete, 
utility poles, and trash; (c) plugging of monitor and freshwater wells; and 
(d) site leveling and general cleanup. Restoration of the McCall site 
required removal of naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM), 
which was costly and time-consuming. Exhibits are included that provide 
copies of work permits and authorizations, P&A reports and procedures, 
daily workover and current conditions reports, and cost and salvage reports. 
Site locations, grid maps, and photographs are provided. 
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Well Site Restoration 
Abandon me nt of We I Is 
DOE Gladys McCall Test Site 
Cameron Parish, Louisiana 
and 
DOE Willis Hulin Test Site 
Vermilion Parish, Louisiana 
1. GENERAL BACKGROUND 
For a variety of reasons, thousands of oil and gas wells have been abandoned in the Gulf 
Coast Region of the United States. Many of these wells penetrated geopressured zones whose 
potential for power generation was undervalued or ignored. The U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE) Geopressured-Geothermal Research Program was chartered to improve geothermal 
technology to the point where electricity could be commercially produced from a substantial 
number of geopressured resource sites. This research program focused on technical issues that 
are unique to geopressured resources, such as the ability to predict reservoir production capacity 
based on preliminary flow tests. The two well sites selected for this research program in 
Louisiana were the Gladys McCall site and the Willis Hulin site. The final phase of the research 
program, which consisted of plug and abandonment (P&A) of the wells and site restoration, is 
covered in this report. Eaton Operating Company of Houston, Texas, was responsible for the 
operations of both well sites, and EG&G Idaho, Inc., of the Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory, Idaho Falls, Idaho, was contracted by DOE-ED (Contract DE-AC07-76ID01570) for 
the P&A of the wells when the DOE contract with the Eaton Operating Company was 
terminated. 
The property lease agreement of the Gladys McCall site was held by Eaton Operating 
Company under DOE Contract No. DG-AC07-85ID12578, until the contract was canceled on 
July 19, 1993, at which time DOE-ID took over the lease agreement. The property lease 
agreement for the Willis Hulin site was held by DOE under Lease Agreement No. 
DE-R-84NV 103 74. 
1.1 Well Site Locations 
The Gladys McCall well site is located in Crab Lake field, Cameron Parish, Louisiana 
(Figure 1-l), and the Willis Hulin well site is located in South Erath field, Vermilion Parish, 
Louisiana (Figure 1-2). The Gladys McCall site (map shown in Figure 1-3) was completely 
surrounded by water except for the entrance road, and the Willis H u h  site (map shown in 
Figure 1-4) was completely surrounded by the H u h  farm. 
1-1 
1.2 Well Identification Numbers 
1.2.1 Gladys McCall 
Disposal WellCerial No. 159587. 
Production WellCerial No. 174825, API No. 17-02321648 
1.2.2 Willis Hulin 
Production WellCerial No. 158468, API No. 17-11320785000 
Disposal WellCerial No. 972009, API No. 17-11388087oooO. 
1.3 Production Operations 
Q 
D 
Operations on the well sites consisted primarily of high-pressured brine production with 
some natural gas production; although at the time of closure, the production and injection wells 
and all associated activity had been shut down for several years. Figures 1-3 and 1-4 show the 
general layout of the sites with production and injection well locations. 
1-2 
c 
From Houston, exit Interstate Iighway (IH) 10 onto 
IH-210 Bypass of Lake Charles, LA, exiting IH-210 at 
Exit 8 onto State Highway (SH) 14. Follow SH-14 to the 
intersection with SH-27 and take SH-27 to the intersection 
with SH-82. Turn left (east) on SH-82 and proceed 
through Grand Chenier. The access road to Gladys McCall 
well site is located approximately 8 miles east of Grand 
Chenier on the south side of SH-82 at Mile Marker 69. 
From Lafayette, take SH-167 south to Abbeville, turn right 
(west) on SH-14, and follow to Kaplan. Turn left (south) 
on SH-35 and follow to the intersection with SH-82, near 
Forked Island. Take SH-82 through Pecan Island, staying 
on SH-82 until reaching the access road to the Gladys 
McCall well site on the south side of the highway, at Mile 
Marker 69. 
Map Inset 
Figure 1-1. Location and directions to Gladys McCall well site in Cameron Parish, Louisiana. 
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2.1 Scope 
Because of relatively "clean" operations (brine and gas production), and because there had 
been no activity for a number of years at the Willis Hulin well site, cleanup operations and the 
restoration plan required very little work because the owner allowed most of the items to stay in 
place. Contamination concern was centered around the well pad areas originating from location 
boards, but tests showed none existed. 
The Gladys McCall site, however, was just the opposite. Relative to the operations (brine 
and gas production), and because there had been no activity for a number of years at this site, 
cleanup operations and the restoration plan required more work than the Willis Hulin site 
because naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM) was present and required removal. The 
process for removing the NORM was costly and timely. Contamination concern was centered 
around the well pad areas and equipment. 
2.2 Major Task Components 
The restoration plan was made up of the following general tasks: 
Initial soil and water sampling and analysis 
0 Removal and disposal of concrete, utility poles, and trash 
0 Removal and disposal of well pads 
Plugging of monitor and freshwater wells 
Site leveling and general dirt workkleanup. 
2.3 Restoration 
Central Industries, Inc., of Scott, Louisiana, was awarded the contract for the restoration and 
closeout of the two sites. The restoration activities began as soon as the plug and abandonment 
(P&A) contractor had plugged both wells on each site and had removed all the site surface 
equipment and pipe from each location. It was estimated that completion of the restoration and 
cleanup of the sites could be accomplished in approximately 30 days provided that all surface 
equipment, trailers, and pipe were off the site. Work began on the Gladys McCall site in 
September 1993, and was completed on January 14, 1994, and the work on the Willis H u h  site 
was started in February 1994, and completed on April 13, 1994. (Note: There was a break in 
work days for the Hulin site-only a total of 5 days were worked.) Figures 2-1 through 2-9 are 
photos of the restored sites. 
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Figure 2-1 - View of entrance off Highway 82 to Gladys McCall well site. 
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Figure 2-2. View of entrance at bridge adjacent to Gladys McCall well site. 
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Figure 2-3. View of north side of Gladys McCall well site. 
Figure 2-4. View of east side of Gladys McCall well site. 
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Figure 2-6. View of west side of Gladys McCall Wen Site. 
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Figure 2-7. View of gate entrance to Willis H u h  well site. 
Figure 2-8. View inside entrance to Willis H u h  well site. 
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Figure 2-1 1. View inside east end of Willis Hulin well site. 
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Figure 2-12. View of east end of Willis H u h  well site. 
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3. PLUGGING OF WATER WELLS 
3.1 Identification 
The water wells associated with the Gladys McCall well site consist of five monitor wells and 
one freshwater well. Figure 1-3 shows the approximate location of the water wells that were 
plugged. The water wells associated with the Willis Hulin well site consist of four monitor wells 
and two freshwater wells. It was also requested that one of the freshwater wells (outside of fence 
by entrance road) be left for future use and, therefore, was not plugged. Figure 1-4 shows the 
approximate location of the Hulin well site water wells that were plugged. 
3.2 Description 
3.2.1 Gladys McCall Well Site 
GMGW No. 1 
Location: 
Depth: 185 ft 
Casing Design: 
Crew well at well site 
4-in. steel casing on top, followed by polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
casing to the screen 
175 to 185 ft 
Groundwater sample via submersible pump set on 1-in. tubing set 
at approximately 90 ft 
Screen Depth: 
Production: 
Production Rate: Approximately 55 gpm. 
GMGW No. 2 
0 Location: At well site 
Depth: 650 ft 
Casing Design: 2-in. PVC casing to the screen 
0 Screen Depth: 650 to 660 ft (screen likely but presence un&nfirmed) 
Production: Groundwater sample via surface pump with 3/4-in. tubing at 
approximately 90 ft 
Production Rate: Approximately 30 gpm. 
GMGW No. 3 
Location: Approximately 1/2 mile north of well site on access road 
3-1 
Depth: 
Casing Design: 
Screen Depth: 
Production: 
Production Rate: 
GMSW No. 1 
Location: 
Depth 
Production: 
GMWW No. 2 
Location: 
Depth: 
Production: 
3.2.2 Willis Hulin Well Site 
HUGW No. 1 
Location: 
Depth: 
0 Casing Design: 
0 Screen Depth: 
Production: 
0 Production Rate: 
310 ft 
2-in. PVC casing to the screen (originally completed with 
1-in. PVC tubing from screen to surface-1-in. PVC tubing was 
pulled with bottom joint, approximately 20 ft being left in the 
well-access to screen likely obstructed) 
300 to 310 ft 
Groundwater sample drawn by 2-in. pump or bailing 90 ft 
Approximately 4 to 10 gpm. 
At well site 
Surface sample 
Sample obtained by grab method. 
Approximately 3/4 mile north of well site, on access road 
Surface sample 
Sample obtained by grab method. 
At well site 
358 ft 
4-in. PVC casing to 120 ft, then 2-in. PVC tubing to the screen 
338 to 358 ft 
Groundwater sample via submersible pump set on 1-in. tubing at 
approximately 90 ft 
Approximately 35 gpm. 
HUGW No. 2-Note: This well was left in place by property owner. 
Location: Crew at well site 
3-2 
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0 Depth: 
Casing Design: 
Screen Depth: 
0 Production: 
0 Production Rate: 
HUGW No. 3 
0 Location: 
Depth: 
CasingDesign: 
Screen Depth: 
0 Production: 
0 Production Rate: 
HUGW No. 4 
Location: 
Depth: 
0 CasingDesign: 
Screen Depth: 
0 Production: 
0 Production Rate: 
HUSW No. 1 
0 Location: 
Depth: 
Production: 
285 ft 
4-in. PVC casing to the screen 
260 to 275 ft 
Groundwater sample via submersible pump set on 1-in. tubing at 
approximately 90 ft 
Approximately 38 gpm. 
Approximately 300 ft west northwest of well site access road 
250 to 300 ft (well not registered-depth based on water quality) 
Unknown-2-in. steel casing at surface 
Estimated between 250 to 300 ft 
Groundwater sample via submersible pump set on 1-in. tubing at 
approximately 90 ft 
Approximately 20 gpm. 
Approximately 700 ft northeast of HUGW No. 3 
250 to 300 ft (well not registered-depth based on water quality) 
Unknown-2-in. steel casing at surface 
Estimated between 250 to 300 ft 
Groundwater sample via surface pump with 1-in. tubing at 
approximately 90 ft 
Approximately 20 gpm. 
At well site (obtained from ring levee ditch) 
Surface water sample 
Sample obtained by grab method. 
R 3-3 
HUSW No. 2 
Location: Approximately 314 mile southeast of well site 
Depth: Surface water sample 
Production: Sample obtained by grab method. 
3.3 Well Plugging 
All wells were plugged by a certified water well contractor. Well plugging and abandonment 
was certified by well plugging and abandonment forms (DOTD-GW-2) submitted to the Louisiana 
Department of Transportation and Development, Water Resources Section; copies of the forms 
DOTD-GW-2 are shown in Exhibits 3-A and 3-B. 
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EXHIBIT 3-A 
Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development 
Water Resources Section 
Water Well Plugging and Abandonment Form DOTD-6W-2 
Gladys McCall Well Number 1 
Serial Number 174825 
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LOUlSlAtSA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
WATER RESOURC€S S€CTION 
WATER WELL WUGGIM AND ABANDON- ( D O T D G W  
s AQ-: P.O. Box d 7 ,  Lafayetce, LA 70505 
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EXHIBIT 3-B 
Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development 
Water Resources Section 
Water Well Plugging and Abandonment Form DOTD-6W-2 
Willis Hulin Well Number 1 
Serial Number 158468 
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4. SOIL AND WATER SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS 
4.1 General 
The soil and water sampling program consisted of retrieving a water sample from each of the 
Gladys McCall and Willis Hulin water wells to be plugged and retrieving soil samples in and 
around the well pad areas. ' 
4.2 Water Samples 
4.2.1 Protocol 
The method of sampling the water wells was to use a new boilerhample tube for each well. 
A volume of twice the wellbore volume was bailed and then a single sample taken from each well. 
The sample was tagged and recorded on the Chain of Custody form. 
4.2.2 Analysis 
Four water samples were obtained and analyzed. All water samples were tested for metals 
and chloride concentration using Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) methods EPM00.7 
and SM17 4500-C1 B. All readings were below regulatory limits. 
4.3 Soil Samples 
4.3.1 Protocol 
In order to increase the area of investigation, composite samples were obtained by taking 
three separate soil portions on a grid pattern laid over the two well pad areas. A total of 10 
complete soil samples were obtained: five from a depth of 6 in. and five from a depth of 18 in. 
show the grid sampling method in Exhibits 5-H and 5-1. 
4.3.2 Analysis 
All soil samples were tested for toxicity characterization leaching procedure (TCLP) metals. 
Additionally, soil sample No. 4 was also tested for pentachlorophenol (PCP). This sample was 
retrieved from under the center of the test well pad, which would best characterize any 
contamination from the location board mats. Test methods include Method 1311 and EPA test 
methods for evaluating waste. 
Based on the parameters tested, the samples did not exceed the EPA regulatory threshold 
for Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) characteristics and TCLP toxicity 
characteristics. 
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5. NORM SURVEY 
5.1 General 
A survey for naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM) was performed at Gladys 
McCall and Willis Hulin well sites. NORM was found at the Gladys McCall site, thus cleanup 
was performed. 
5.2 Protocol for Survey 
The method used to perform the NORM survey was to lay out a 20- by 20-ft grid over the 
well pad areas for the test well pad and the injection well pad. Meter readings were taken at 
each point on the grids and recorded. A control point reading was also taken 20 ft outside the 
area of investigation. A Ludlum Model 19 Micro R Meter was used to perform the survey, as 
indicated in Exhibit 5-D. 
5.3 Results of Survey 
Exhibits 5-H and 5-1 show the grid maps of the test well and injection well pads with 
readings obtained from the survey. All readings taken were under regulatory threshold limits at 
the Willis Hulin site and above limits prior to cleanup at the Gladys McCall site. 
Exhibits in this section include the following: 
Exhibit 5-A-Turnkey Bid for Gladys McCall Well 
Exhibit 5-B-buisiana Radioactive Material License 
Exhibit 5-C-Contractor Safety Data 
Exhibit 5-D-Petroleum Environmental, Inc. (Letter and Survey Plots) 
Exhibit 5-E-State of Louisiana Department of Natural Resources (Letters) 
Exhibit 5-F-State of Louisiana Department of Natural Resources (Two Letters) 
Exhibit 5 - G a t a t e  of Washington Department of Ecology (N.A.R.M. Site Use Permit) 
Exhibit 5-HQource Environmental Services, Inc. (Gladys McCall Letter, Map, and 
Release Survey) 
Exhibit 5-I-Source Environmental Services, Inc. (Willis Hulin Confirmatory Survey) 
\ 
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5-A -Turnkey Bid for Gladys McCall Well 
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GLADYS McCALL LOCATION 
TURNKEY BID FOR NORM DECONTAMINATION OF THE . 
GLADYS McCALL LOCATION 
BID MATRIX 
IFB-GM-93-5-26 
ITEM NO. LINE ITEM DESCRIPTION 
Page 1 of 1 
B I D  
AS STATED 
Turnkey b i d  t o  provide:  a l l  l a b o r ,  equi ment, and materials 
necessary  t o  decontaminate the 54'' x 30 low pressure 
s e p a r a t o r  and an approximate twenty (20) f o o t  l e n  t h  of 
6" p i p e ,  which makes up the manifold f o r  the s i t e  s blow- 
down t anks ,  of an  e s t i m a t e d  volume of 6 t o  7 b b l s  of NORM. 
Cost t o  inc lude  a l l  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n ,  r i g - u p / r i g  down and 
decontamination time f o r  b i d d e r ' s  and b i d d e r ' s  s u b c o n t r a c t o r s '  
( i f  any) equipment. 
Y lTEM NO. 1: 
$ E, 51 2. 
I
f 
ITEM NO.  2: Amount o f  time b idde r  e s t i m a t e s  t o  complete th i s  j o b  -3 /DAYS 
c - - 
B i d d e r ' s  (Company's) N a m e  &d,.kw g?&e~Jgkdh , =e 
Signa tu re  of Authorized Company Representa t ived(e , , .  A:' .:&-.+A / ,,: 6: k!! z 
U 
P 
Q 
I 
Q 
Q 
5-B - Louisiana Radioactive Material License 
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u 
Post Office Box 43 
1Nlll.L LICCN.1 
i 
R 
- 
Are Void 
D 
Attention: Charles Reindl 
Radiation Safety'Officer 
B 
a Applicotion 0 l h e r  0 Teleprom 0 
""J'USBph Esnard Xpfil 4, '1991 
- 
Q 
R 
0 
0 
0 
1 
- 
IJEPAIiTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUAL11 1 
OFFICE OF AIR OUALllY AND NUCLEAR ENERGY 
n 
R A D  I OACTI VE MATERIAL L I C E N S E  
WIATION IJWtTXT ION DMSICXV - P.O. B3X 82135 - 
BAm mm, JLxJIS1Arr.A 70884-3135 
Punuanl to the Louisiana Envlronmenlal Ouaiity Act (West's LSA4I.S. %):lo51 et seq.) and the LOuidana Radiation Rcgulrlions. and in nliance on slatements 
and represenlalions herelofore made by the t'cenuc. a licenre Is hereby issued authorizing the liccnscc to receive. acquin. W. pOUeu and transfer radioactlve matCrial 
lor Iha  purpote(s) and at (he place(s) designated below. Thin llcensa shall be deemed to contain Ihs conditions a m i l i M  In West's LSA RS. Xt1105 of the Louisiana 
Nuclear Enemv and hdial ion Control Law. and is to all applicable rules. regulations and orden 01 the LoulSlana Nuclear Energy Division now or hereiNfler in -, _. - 
eftect. including Ihe Louisiana Radiation Regulalions. and to any condition spccificd in the license. 
LICCMSC muwmcm C l C l l . l l O N  D A l C  L I C C N S C C  
1. 
2 .  
3. 
A. Radioactive material shall be used only at temporary jobsites of the 
licensee in and offshore Louisiana. 
B. Prior to operation at temporary jobsites, the licensee shall . comply 
with applicable provisions of. other regulations of the Department of 
Environmental Quality, and obtain all applicable state and local 
permits. 
C .  The Division shall be notified and shall approve each' temporary 
location in writing prior to start-up of cleaning activities at each 
location. 
Radioactive material shall be handled by individuals who have received 
training in safe handling of radioactive materials which has been, approved 
by the Division, and who have been designated by Charles Reindl. 
Pursuant to Sections 104 and 4 4 2  of Volume 15 of Title 33 of the Louisiana 
Administrative Code (LAC 33:XV), records of receipt, transfer, and disposal 
of NORM-contaminated material shall be maintained for five years for 
inspection by the Division. 
3 5-7 Exhibi 1 5-B 
L,e-".- .."".l..l 1"1*0".** *-. L1C I ". .
Petroleum Environmental, Inc. LA-6428-LO1 
4. 
."C*.l.TD* .I*- 
September 30, 1993 
5 .  
maoioisorofi mArIIvm 
W U Y I E I  
c(fu(nr uasswo. OrSOu1CfS 
6 .  
noracfconlAlnfR OR U I O I U I f  OFVIEf marIyum A C l I Y l n *  PALSO souncr Ioctmrlc~non 
C l 4 f I I U l  ~ O l l 4 Y S I C A l  nllf aul*o1Izcow 01 O U A I l l n  M l S O U I C f  
7 .  
8 .  
Each container holding NORM-contaminated waste must be permanently marked 
pursuant to Section 422.F.2. of the Louisiana Administrative Code (LAC 
3 3 : X V )  with an identification number traceable to records documenting the 
original source of the contents. 
A quarterly report of job activities shall be submitted to the Division 
which includes customer name, jobsite location and dates, amount of waste 
generated, and date the waste was transferred. Such reports shall be 
submitted to the Division no later than 30 days after the end of each 
calendar quarter. 
Contamination surveys shall be performed at each temporary location at the 
beginning and conclusion of every job. Survey records shall be maintained 
for inspection by the Division. 
Transfer shall only be to persons specifically licensed to receive such 
material, or to persons generally licensed under Section 1410 of LAC 3 3 : X V .  
Except as specifically provided otherwise by this license or LAC 33:XV,  the 
licensee shall possess and use radioactive material in the schedule of this 
license in accordance with statements, representations,' and procedures 
contained in the licensee's application dated April 4, 1991, and in all 
subsequent correspondence. 
RPB : sd 
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5-C - Contractor Safety Data 
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5-D - Petroleum Environmental, Inc. 
(Letter and Survey Plots) 
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PETROLEUM ENVIRONMENTAL, INC. 
P. 0. BOX 4 3  
METAIRIE, LOUISIANA 70004 
(504) 733-331 6 
E. G. & G. IDAHO, INC. 
P. 0. Box 1625 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415 
Attention: Mr. Ben Rinehart 
Subject: "NORM" survey of the glady'S MC CALL SITE 
Survey of the Low Pressure Seperator showed that the insoluble 
solids inside the seperator from the man way hatch through out 
the lenght of the seperator had readings as follows: 
Vessel. Feet From Manway Scintillation counter 
Manway Reading 
0 
3' 
6' 
9' 
12' 
15' 
1 8 '  
21 ' 
24 ' 
27' 
90 M/R 
90 M/R 
100 M/R 
200 M/R 
150 M/R 
300 M/R 
350 M/R 
400 M/R 
600 M/R 
goo M/R 
The scintillation dector used is a Ludlum Model 1 9  that was 
last calibrated 6/13/93. 
The land inside the Ring Levee was tested as well as the Ring 
Levee and land outside of Ring Levee. As drawing (enclosed) 
will show the Hot Spots that were found throughout the location. 
Location was surveyed by using the 10' x 10' grid method. 
P.E.I. also surveyed and tested the land which .the Glady's Mc Cal 
Site is located using the 10' x 1 0 '  Grid Method for area and the 
Ludlum Model 19 for "Norm" Dector. The area tested included the 
land inside the Ring Levee, the Ring Levee and the land outside 
of the Ring Levee. Twelve "HOT SPOTS" were detected. (see diagram) 
After the "Norm" Contaminated solids were removed by shovels-and 
a backhoe and placed into 15 17 H DOT approved drums and labled 
"NORM" and their readings: 
5-13 Exhibit 5-D 
I 
P.E.I. 
Page -2- 
DRUM 
#1) 130 M/R 6 )  170 M/R 11). 30 M/R 
2) 600 M/R 7) 120 M/R 12) 600 M/R 
3) 250 M/R 8) 700 M/R 13) 60 M/R 
4 )  400 M/R 9) goo M/R 14) 85 M/R 
5 )  300 M/R io) 75 M/R 1 5 )  50 M/R 
Drums 16 thru 20 were marked empty 0 M/R. All drums left at 
the site. Disposal to be handled by the generator. 
After seperator was cleaned and removed and the site leaned, 
P. E. I. took another 10 feet x 10 feet grid sample using 
a Ludlum Model 19 detector and surveyed for Hot Spots. 
The normal background readings of site and surrounding area 
was between 3 and 5 M/R. All 12 HOT SPOTS were reducbd to 
less than or equal to the area's background. 
All sampling and closure of t h e  Glady's McCall Well Site was 
done in accordance with the Ste of Louisiana Rules and Regu- 
lations - 29B. 
Regards, 
/Joseph Esnard 111. 
President 
PETROLEUM ENVIRONMENTAL, INC. 
5-14 Exhibit 5-D 
CLIENT; B.G.&C. DATE: 12/23 /93  
LOCATION: GLADYS HCCALL SWD WZLL REMARKS: SHADED AREA 
WHERE CONTAHI NATED 
DRUMS STORED 
INSTNMENT TYPE: 
LUDLUM MODEL 19 
SURVEYOR: JOSEPH ESNARD 111 
DATE; 12/23/93 
SERIAL .i4 98094 CAL6/1?93 
P 
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5-E - State of Louisiana 
Department of Environmental Quality 
(Fax Cover and Letter) 
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State of Louisiana 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Radiation Protection Division 
NORM Section 
A 
1 
COVER SHEET 
TO: 
Transmittal Date: /o-&-f 3 
LA! P 
(Person - CompanyDepartment) 
FAX Telephone f 207 >fa 6 - 67 
Telephone # . a? 1 TA d, - /3v? .  
Louisiana Radiation Protection Division 
Department of Environmental Quality 
P.O. Box 82135 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70884-2135 
Radiation Protection Divisiotl 
7290 Bluebonnet Road 
Baton Rouge, Louisima 70510 
Fax Telephone ## 
Business Telephone ## 
Radon Toll-Free Hot-line 
TRANSMISSION INCLhES THIS COVER SHEET PLUS THE FOLLOWING PAGE(S). 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS (if any): 
Operator: 
LOlJllSlANA RADIATION PROTECnON DIVISION 7290 BLUEBONNET ROAD I P.O. BOX 82135 BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA 708Bc2135 
5-18 Exhibit 5-E 
State of Louisiana 
Department of Environmcntal Quality 
Edwin W. Edwards October 5, 1993 Kal David Mldboe 
Governor Secretary 
Mr. Ben N. Rinehart, Manager - Procurement and Contracts 
Dept. of Energy/EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 1625 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415 
Dear Mr. Rinehart : 
This is in response to a previous Deptartment of Energy/Eaton 
Operating Company correspondence dated November 16, 1992 and your recent 
reyucrst as Department ot E h e r g y / E G & G  Idaho, Inc. dated July 30, 1993 
relative to the disposal of NORM waste in a plugged and abandoned 
wellbore. 
Pursuant to your request, authorization is hereby granted for the 
disposal of NORM waste to be slurried and p m e d  inside the cased 
wellbore of the Gladys McCall SWD No. 1 well, ocrisl number 1S9587, of 
Section 27, Township 15 South, Range 5 West, C r a b  Lake Field, located in 
Cameron Parish, Louisiana. The Department understand6 that.this well is 
to be plugged and abandoned and authorization will he granted for 
activities to begin on date of this letter and to be completed on or 
about December 31, 1993. Such disposal shall be conducted in accordance 
with the mechanical procedures described in your correspondence and 
approved by the Office of conservation (u1C-30/Work Permit NO. 011607, 
dated November 16, 1992 and July 30, 1993) and the health physic6 
procedures submitted by Petroleum Environmental, Inc. to the Radiation 
Protection Divioion O n  September 30r 1991. 
Prior to conducting such operations, verbal notification to the 
Radiation Protection D i v i s i o n  is requested, and a report of these 
activities shall be submitted to the Division upon completion. This 
report should include information such as the location of the well. 
Office of Conservation serial number. details of the disposal, and the 
date of conppletion. It is further suggested that a c o w  of this 
information be furnished to the Office of Conservation District Manager 
having oversight of the well in question. . 
This authorization does not extend to the encapsulation of fluids 
used to clean radioactive scale from tubing or other types of radioactive 
liquidc. This is a matter for separate consideration. 
If you have any questions regarding this authorization, or if the 
Division may he O f  any additional assistance in thiE matter, please 
contact this office. 
Sincetelv, 
Assistant Secretairy 
GVE: gam 
OFFiCE OF AIR OUAilM RASIA~ION PROTECTION DIVISION P.O. BOX 82135 BATON ROUGE. LOUlSlANA 70984.2135 
TELEPkIONE (504) 765.01 60 FAX (504) 7650220 
AN EOU& OPPOVUNllY EMPLOYER 
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5-F - State of Louisiana 
Department of Natural Resources 
(Two Letters) 
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EDWIN W. EDWARDS 
OOVERNOR 
DEPARTMENT OF KATURAL RESOURCES 
July 30, 1993 
Ben N. Rinehart 
DOE/EGCG Idaho, Inc . 
P. 0. Box 1625 
Idaho F a l l s ,  Idaho 83415 
Ref: I S, M Application No. 011607 
Gladys McCall SWD No. 1 
Serial No. 159587 
Section 27, Township IS South, Range 5 West 
Crab Lake Field, Cameron Parish 
JOHN f. ALES 
SECRETARY 
H. W. THOMPSON 
COMMISSIONER AND 
ASSISTANT SBCRETARY 
Dear Mr. Rinehart: 
The above xefexenced approved work permit issued to DOE/Eaton 
Operating Company, Inc., will be accepted by this Office as an 
approved work permit for your company to pecform the PcA of the 
well for NORM disposal. 
Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please 
contact Mr. Ed Buford of this Office at (504)  342-5515. 
Very truly yoursr 
H. W. THOMPSON, COMMISSZONER 
OFFICE OF CONSERVATION 
JAMES H a  WELSH, DIRECTOR 
AINJECTION AND MINING DIVISION 
HWTt JHW t EB 
OfPlCe OFCONSeRVA'TIOS P.O. BOX 9421J SATOS ROUGE. LOUlSUNA 7OSrosoC927S PWONE*(W) J4z-Sw 
AN EOUAL OPPORrUQlTY EMPLOYER 
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DEPARTMEKT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
November 16, 1992 
JOHN F. (UES 
SECRETARY 
H. W. THOMPSON 
COMMISSIONER AND 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
DOS/Eaton Operating Company, Inc. 
1240 Blalock, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77055 
Attention: Doug Graham 
Re: Form UIC-3O/Work P e r m i t  No. 011607 
Gladys McCall SWD No. 1 
Serial No. 159587 
Section 27, Township 15 South, Range 5 West 
Crab Lake Fie ld ,  Cameron Parish, La. 
Dear Kr. Graham: 
The attached Form UIC-30 has been approved for the disposal of NORM 
bove-referenced well. 
Yours very truly, 
H. W. Thompson, Commissioner 
CDV?: mk 
cc: Chris Simas, DEQ 
5 -23 
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Exhibit 5-F 
UIG30 
WORK PERMlT 
lo 
Pkrg and Abandon a Well 
U(iiired for NORM Disposal 
n-c Wak knd No 159587 W d  Swid No. 
Firsrr l d f  1993 (dependent on DOE funding) &pucbmm mu W ~ + T O  aogh (raco&q 
Ro" liU 15s Tylh 27 WOE H;urr k Ha. DOE/EOC Gladys Hccall SWDW No, 1 k 
DOE/Eaton O p c r a t h g  Co., Iac- code 0814 .-( 713) 165-8700 
0P.r;da 
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5-G - State of Washington Department of Ecology 
(N.A.R.M. Site Use Permit) 
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STATE OF WASHINGTON 
OEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY 
N.A.R.M.* SITE. USE PERMIT 
for Cammercial Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Site 
N4056 
PERMIT NUMBER: 
Registrant: ‘J .S .D .O.E .  (IDAHO OP’NS OFC) 
MS 1126 
850 MERCY DRIVX 
I D A 3 0  FALLS ID 83401-156 
2/28/95 
EXPIRATION DATE: 
The parrx\ or firm to whom th6 carificate k issued must comply with appkabk federal and stale regulations reiated to the safe 
managemmi ot rdioactivc waste 
sQllahrrslly Occurring Accelerator produced Radioactive Material) 
Permit Does Not Impb ApproWl . 
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(Gladys McCall Letter, Map, and Release Survey) B 
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P. 0. BOX 51643 
UFAYE7TE, LOUISIANA 70505 
April 14, 1994 
Ms. Karen Fisher-Brasher 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Radiation Protection Division 
N.O.R.M. Section 
P. 0. Box 82135 
Baton Rouge, LA 70884-2135 
PH. (318) 231-4531 
FAX (318) 235-156. 
RE: Department of Energy/Gladys McCall SWD#l 
General License #0812NOl/Serial #N159587 
Crab Lake Field, Cameron Parish, Louisiana 
Dear Karen: 
On behalf of our client, the Department of Energy, we would 
like to request that the Gladys McCall well site be released for 
unrestricted use. All N.O.R.M. contaminated materials have been 
removed from the location, which would render it safe to human 
health and the environment. 
The confirmatory survey performed by Source, showing no 
readings above twice background, is attached along with 
directions to the jobsite. Source would like to accompany your 
representative to the jobsite f o r  its inspection tour if you 
would advise us when to schedule t h i s  meeting. 
I hereby certify under penalty of law that I have,personally 
examined and am familiar with the information submitted in this 
document and all attachments and that, based on my personal 
inquiry of those individuals immediately responsible for 
obtaining the information, I hereby represent in writing that 
5-29 Exhibit 5-H 
Department of Environmental Quality 
April 14, 1994 
Page Two 
the information contained herein is true, accurate and complete 
to the best of knowledge, information and belief. I am aware 
that there are significant penalties for submitting false 
information, including the possibility of fines and imprisonment 
or both. 
Sincerely yours, 
SOURLE ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
wfly5 Donald R. Loup 
DRL: jsb 
Enclosures 
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EOC/DOE Gladys McCail Test Site 
Cameron Parish, Louisiana 
hrmHOuSTOK- 
ErH Intadcrla Highwcf (IH) 10 enlo IH-210 &parr of Lake Charles, U. 
W i n g  IH-210 al r x l  e8 onto Slds Highwy (SH) 14. Follow SH-lr  t o  
interredion wWh SH-27. Toke SH-27 to intet=edlon with S H - 8 2  Turn Ice 
(US) on SH-82 and fellow thru Grond Chenior. The ac:*s road to Gladys 
Mecall wellsift is loccrted cpprorimcfriy 6 miles e a e  o f  Crcnd Cheniwr an thw 
roufh rldr of SY-62. at mile marker =69. 
FrOrnbFAYnrr: 
Toko SH--167 t o d h  l o  Abbcrille. Turn right (WEST) on SH-14 and laliow to 
Koplan. ium 1 4  (SOUTH) on SH-35 end fellow to hterzedion with SH-62. near 
Forkea lajand. Tokc. SH-32 !hru P.con Islond. buying on SH-52 until reocning, 
Ihe access rood to the Glcdys McCall r*llrite on the south lido o i  fho highwur. 
ol m;tr markrr 069. 
Map Inset 
-.I.- 
-, 
Directions To Wellstte 
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Source Environmental Services, Inc. (?;njpy L- L-- 
tsrr? 
Site Survev " 
CLIENT : 11.O.E. DATE: 23 March 1004 1 
LOCATION: Glnclvs bIcCnll SWJI NO. 1 REMARIG: Release Survev 
N 
W-1-E 
S 
Nuliitol 
SUllVEYOR: I)& Ba I& '11 TITLE: R. S. 0. I S  tiweyo c 
DATE: 23 MARCH 1994 TIhIE: 1130 Un. 
# 's o r e  in rtR/hr 
INST. TYPE: 1,utlluiii 3 SERIAL#: 3 9 3 9 3  CtU. DUEDATE: G I .  10 94 
- - n = ~ l l l l l x .  lott1 iote sIcNlvruRE - - - 
w 
P 
5-1 - Source Environmental Services, Inc. 
(Willis Hulin Confirmatory Survey) 
5-33 
@Source Environmental Services, Inc. 
Site Survey 
4 4  
CLIENT: D.O.E. DATE: fi w 1 9 9 4  
LOCATION;' Jew itt Hull n. E~JIL&L 
& 
REMARI(S:-urvev 
N a t d  &ck,pwd = 8 u"r. E k 
1 " j  
11 1 ~ 
5-34 Exhibit 5-1 
P 
Q 
U 
0 
u 
il 
6. PLUG AND ABANDONMENT OF GEOTHERMAL WELLS 
State of Louisiana Department of Conservation Work Permits and Authorizations for the Gladys 
McCall well site and the Willis Hulin well site are in Exhibits 6-A and 6-B and in Exhibits 6-C and 
6-D, respectively. 
State of Louisiana Office of Conservation Plug and Abandon ReDort documents for the Gladys 
McCall well site are presented in Exhibits 6-E and 6-E State of Louisiana Office of Conservation 
Plup and Abandon ReDort documents for the Willis Hulin well site are presented in Exhibits 6-G and 
6-H. 
Plug and Abandonment (P&A) Procedures are provided in Exhibits 6-1 and 6-5 for the Gladys 
McCall well site and in Exhibits 6-K and 6-L for the Willis Hulin well site. Daily Workover Reports 
are presented in (a) Exhibit 6-M for the Gladys McCall well site for the period 9-18-93 through 
11-19-93 and (b) Exhibit 6-0 for the Willis Hulin well site for the period 2-7-94 through 3-17-94. 
Current Condition of Well documents (with attachments) are presented in Exhibit 6-N for the McCall 
well site and in Exhibit 6-P for the Hulin well site. 
Exhibit 6-Q provides copies of the Turnkey Bids for Independent P&A Oerations for the 
McCall and Hulin well sites as submitted by PAW Drilling & Well Service, Inc. Exhibit 6-R is a Cost 
Savings Report prepared by EG&G Idaho, Inc., that indicates cost savings of more than $3 million 
when quality project management procedures were instituted to implement restoration of the well 
sites. Exhibit 6-S is a Cost and Salvage Report submitted to EG&G Idaho, Inc., by PAW Drilling 
& Well Service, Inc. 
P 
6- 1 
6-2 
la 
U 
EXHIBITS 6-A THROUGH 6-S 
Paae 
3 
P 
l i  
U 
1 
6-A - State of Louisiana4cCall Work Permit No. 575-93 . . . . . . . . . . . .  6-5 
6-B - McCall Work Permit UIC-30 Application ..................... 6-6 
6-C - State of Louisiana Plug and Abandon Report 
(Hulin Work Permit No. 576-93) ........................... 6-7 
6-D - State of Louisiana Plug and Abandon Report 
(Hulin Work Permit No. 012314) ........................... 6-7 
6-E - State of Louisiana Plug and Abandon Report 
(McCall Work Permit 11/3/93) ............................ 6-9 
6-F - State of Louisiana Plug and Abandon Report 
(McCall Work Permit 11/29/93) ............................ 6-12 
6-G - State of Louisiana Plug and Abandon Report 
(Hulin Work Permit 3/11/94) .............................. 6-15 
6-H - State of Louisiana Plug and Abandon Report 
( H u h  Work Permit 3/7/94) ............................... 6-18 
6-1 - Eaton Operating Company Plug and Abandonment 
Procedure for McCall No. 1 Well (1/27/93) . .................. 6-21 
6 4  - PAW Drilling & Well Service Plug and Abandonment Procedure 
for McCall SWD ....................................... 6-22 
6-K - Eaton Operating Company Plug and Abandonment Procedure 
for Hulin No. 1 Well (3/10/93) ............................. 6-23 
6-L - Eaton Operating Company Plug and Abandonment Procedure 
for McCall CVW No. 1 Well (3/10/93) ....................... 6-24 
6-M - Daily Workover Reports for Gladys McCall Well Site From 
9-1 8-93 Through 1 1-1 9-93 ............................... 6-25 
a 6-3 
I 
EXHIBITS 6-A THROUGH 6 4  (Cont.) 
6-N . Current Condition of Gladys McCall Well Site . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
6-0 . Daily Workover Reports for Willis H u h  Well Site From 
6-83 
2-7-94 Through 3-1 7-94 ................................. 6-97 
6-131 
6-151 
6-157 
6-161 
6-P . Current Condition of Willis H u h  Well Site 
6-Q . Turnkey Bids for Gladys McCall and Willis Hulin Sites .......... 
................... 
6-R . Cost Savings Report From EG&G Idaho, Inc .................. 
6-S . PAW P&A Cost and Salvage Report ........................ 
6-4 
n 
U 
B 
U 
i 
3 
See Instructions On Reverse Side u .form DM-IR Rev. 
6-5 Exhibit 6-A 
A-c WsOrhlNo. 159587 W d R m d k  
Woll#&nmPNa DOE/EOC Gladys llccall SWDW No. I 
& p d 7 U ¶ O ~ W Q x T O ~ ~ D - ~  Ffnr hdlf 1999 '(dependent on DOE funding) 
Q?. ISS 
7u) 465-8700 
TWL 
27 ssc 
DOE/Ea?xm Operat* CO., Ihc. ca6p 0814 - 
Cameron -. w crab zake mlsa 
3,514' PBP) shut-in 
6-6 Exhibit 6-B 
soli 
Y 
I 
u 
13 
U 
G1 
R 
P 
D 
Q City. Stole 6 Zlp 
0 
3 
V See Instructions On Reverse Side - Form DM.4R Rev. 
6-7 Exhibit 6-D 
6-8 
R 
P 
P 
P 
i 
U 
P 
U 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
OFFICE OF CONSERVATION 
PLUG AND ABANDON REPORT 
WORK PERMIT NO. LP # 575-93 WELL SERIAL NO. 17 4825 
TOTAL DEPTH 16.510 PBTD 15831 DATE WORK FINISHED (MM-DD-YY) 11-3-93 
LAFAYETTE DISTRICT 
(Three Copies to be Filed with the District Office) 
NOTE: This Report Will Be Returned If Not Properly Completed And Signed 
Field CRAB WCE Parish CAMERON Sec. 27 Twp. 15s Rge. gW 
Well No. 2 
C W A I ~ . ~ ~ - * =  0 29 DRY HOLE 30 FORMERLY ACTIVE 0 18 TEMPORARILY ABANDONED 
Operator W E  I 'ODE 1 Well Name W E  CLllDYS MCCALL 
(All But Top Plug Set) 
Depth Casing Cut Below Plow Depth Or Mud Line 
Setting Depths Of Bridge Plugs AndlOr Cement Retainers 
IsThis Well A Multiple Completion? Yes- N o 2  - if Yes, Submit Additional Report For Other Well(s) And Indicate 
Other Serial No(s). In Space Provided. 
5 Weight of Mud Left In Well After Abandonment 15.8 
*Lin Casing Sizes And Rug Dcpthsln Descending Order 
Remarks: CUT -CASING 5 '  =OW C/L 
This work was done according to the Rules and Regulations of the Office of Conservation. 
A h - L .  
W E  
OPERATOR (Company Name) 
h c ! M  
u WITNESS 
1 
6-9 Exhibit 6-E 
O F F I C E  OF CONSERVATION 
WCLL 111110n1 m o  wonx ncauuc 1 ~ ~ 0 1 1  
Throe Iypowritlnn copins of lhn rrporl muat bo f i lod with lho Dlslrlcl Ofl lCo  d tho Offlco of Conaorrofion in which lhn w o I I  I s  
Y INACTIVC D I Y  WOLC WO FUT. UTlL S A W  I C S I R V O I R  
IS INACTIVE WA111WO ON PlPCLIWC o i i i c n c ~ i  ncacnvoin 
.ea. .".,lI...I 
6-10 Exhibit 6-E 
LP-1575-! PAW DRLG. 
w o w  ntsuyt 
LImt below o l l  r w h  p r r l o r m d  unbr  Olf lcr  of Conmrrvotion Work Prrmltr whllr drllllng on( complrting w r l l .  
SQUEEZE PERFS 15,160-15470 WITH 150 SKS, PULL AND 
LD 5".CUT 7'' @ 5500' SET CMT PLUG FROM 5600 TO 5400' 
SPOT PLUG FROM 105 TO 5'. CUT ALL CASING 5' BELOW 
C/L AND WELD 1/2" PLATE ON TOP. 
11-3-9 
Llrl brlow ol l  Imporlont Polmofounol or Bmologlcol Formotlon topa. Cop Rock ond $011 Orrrhong bottoma. 
6-1 1 Exhibit 6-E 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
OFFICE OF CONSERVATION 
PLUG AND ABANDON REPORT 
WORK PERMIT NO. 012699 
TOTAL DEPTH 15598~ PBTD 3514 
WELL SERIAL NO. 
DATE WORK FINISHED (MM-DD-YY) 11-29-93 
BATON ROUGE DISTRICT 
(Three Copies to be Filed with the District Office) 
NOTE: This Report Will Be Returned If Not Properly Completed And Signed 
Field CRAB Parish Sec. 27 T w p . l E  Rge. 
- A H - L . ~  0 29 DRYHOLE 0 30 FORMERLY ACTIVE 0 18 TEMPORARILY ABANDON 
(All But Top Plug Set) 
Depth Casing Cut Below Plow Depth Or Mud Line 
Setting Depths Of Bridge Plugs And/or Cement Retainers 
Is This Well A Multiple Completion? Yes- N o 2  - If Yes, Submlt Additional Report For Other Well(s) And lndicat 
Other Serial No(s). In Space Provided. 
5' Weight of Mud Left In Well After Abandonment 
*Lis Casing Sizes And 
Remarks: CUT ALL CASING 5' BELOW G/L & WELD 1/2" PLATE ON TOP. 
This work was done according to the Rules and Regulations of the Office of ConsewaOon. G-7 
M E  
1 WITNESS OPERATOR (Company Name) 
ah& 
~ O I M ~ ~ A ~ I I V  ww REPRESENTATIVE (SIGNED) 
6-12 Exhibit 6-F 
b 
DOE 
DOE/EOC GLADYS McCAU SWDW 1 
I 1240 B W C K  SUITE 100 HOUSToN, Tx.  77056 
WELL ND WELL N A I L  
DATE C I I Y I T  ISSULD' CA11SY 
S IC .  TWC. not. 
CAMERON 27 155 5w 12-30-85 
DATE SCUDDID DATE RCADV TO CIDDYCL. TQTAL DLCTY C l T D  
O M D T  
1965 15 , 598 3,514 
QDUND ELCVATIOII CASINO MEAD FLLNOE CLCVATIDN DISTAIICL I n D I  1 x 1  10 cur 
U 
Q 
U 
u 
P 
O F F I C E  OF C O N S E R V A T I O N  
CERTIFICITE~ I ,  tha undrrtignrd. atatr'  That I Dm rmployrd by DOE and that I am authorlrrd 
t Waa prrparrd undrr my auperrlelon and dirrctlon and that a l l  
nd completa to thr brat  of 
Signaturms 
I r --y 
'Data wall IS aquipprd to produce, but due to no O r o l I D b l r  marhat, ne plpe ILnr connacllon. r t c . 1  thr ro t !  bo. bern shut-in. 
.n. ... IIb"l 
6-13 Exhibit 6-F 
U-29-9: 'AW DFUG. MIX AND PUMP BTTM AT CMT PLUG - PERFS. 
CUT 7" CSG AT 2019 AND PULL, MIX AND 
PUMP CMT PLUG - 3030 - 1876.  MIX 
AND PUMP CMT PLUG - 55-5. CUT ALL 
CASING 5' BELOW GROUND LEVEL AND WELD 
PLATE. 
VERBAL: ED BUFORD 
WORK ncaum 
L i d  b l o w  011 work performed undw Office of ConO@rvatlon Work Permlla rh lh  drllllng and completing reII. 
I 
ronm 
PERMIT NO. 
012699 
LIat bebr oll Important Poleofounol ar Qeologlcal formotlon lopa. Cap Rock ond Sai l  Orerhong bottoma 
. OECTM FORMA11ON OCPTM FORMATIOM 
6-14 Exhibit 6-F 
la 
. . . .. - - -  - 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
OFFICE OF CONSERVATION 
PLUG AND ABANDON REPORT 
B 
P 
P 
n 
U 
i 
P 
P 
8 
Q 
3 
2 
K PERMIT NO. Lb WELL SERIAL NO. 158468 
TOTAL DEPTH 21 ,559 PBTD 21,225 DATE WORK FINISHED (MM-DD-YY) 3- l l -94  
LAFAyGITE DISTRICT 
(Three Copies to be Filed with the District Office) 
NOTE: This Report Will Be Returned If Not Properly Completed And Signed 
Field SCUTH ERAm Parish Sec. 2 Twp. 1% R g e . 4 L  
Well No. 2 I 'ODE Well Name /E OC WILLIS HULIN Operator DOE 
~ k ~ ~ , , . . , , + r 4 m  0 29 DRY HOLE 30 FORMERLY ACTIVE 0 18 TEMPORARILY ABANDONED 
(All But Top Plug Set) 
Depth Casing Cut Below Plow Depth Or Mud Line 
Setting Depths Of Bridge Plugs And/or Cement Retainers 
5 Weight of Mud Lett In Well After Abandonment 18 
Is This Well A Multiple Completion? Yes- No 
Other Serial No@). In Space Provided. 
- If Yes, Submit Additional Report For Other Well@) And Indicate n 
CEMENT PLUGS. 
FROM I TO INO. SACKS( SLURRY WT I PLACEMENT METHOD 
Remarks: PIIT PASTNG 5 '  T.F!VWT. 
This work was done according to the Rules and Regulations of the Office of Conservation. 
P DOE / EATON OPERATING CO., INC. 
WITNESS OPERATOR (Company Name) 
6-15 Exhibit 6-G 
O F F I C E  O F  C O N S E R V A T I O N  
WELL w i o n y  AND wonu ILSUME n c r w  
u INACTIVE o m  MOLE NO r u ~  u 
I C C O Y I L L T I O N  
I I 
1 WELL NAME W E L L  NO DOE/= WILLIS HULIN 
DATL PLDMl 1 1 1  ED 1-1 g-78 PARISH VERMILUON SEC 2 TWP 14s ICE 4E 
DATE SPUDDED I DATE READV TO PRODUCE. TOTAL OEPTW PDTD 
D M O Y  
4-26-78 6-27-79 21 549 21 225 I 
+3 MGL 3.0 21 -75' 
onowo ELEVATIOW CASING MLAD CLANOE E L E V A T I O N  DISTANCE FROM I K I  TO CWr - ir T M ~ S  Is A M u L i i r L c  CO~PLETION. DATE WELL TURNED INTO TANUS a iwLc.  DUAL on TRIPLE COMPLLTIONT 
~UINISW A ICPAIATC n r r o n r  rnn 
f A C M  COMPLCTION 
6-27-79 SIMGLIE 
WAS W E L L  D I I L L T I O N A L L T  WAS D1I)ECTIONAL S U I V C Y  MADE7 wcnc 3 c o r m  r i L c o  WITM T W E  DATE F I L E D  
D ( I I L L f D 1  O r l l C E  OF C D ~ S C ~ V A T I O N T  
No YES BEING COMPOS- 
TYPE or ELECTICAL on o w c n  LOOS RUN ICIRCLE Loas FILED WITH OFFICE or C D N S C I V A T I O P I I  DATE f l L E D  
ISF-SONIC -DENSITY H R m  BEING CCMFQsITED 
cfiaino. L i w n  AND iu8wa nccono 
NAME of TEST w i w c a s -  STATE IF CASING MOLE CASINO DEPTW SACKS TEST DATE nouns 
CLYCNT pncsaunc umcn TCSTED CONSEnVATION AOENT on 0rrlE1 
wissumc IMY OD Y Y I  O P c n A i o n  
SIZC aizc WEIOMT SET 
rnou I TO 0 
10 I 
I.?. 
1*3 
IO. 
_- 
1 
1.3 I 
OEPTW or TUIINO' DCPTN or CACKEnlSI~  1 T U l l N O  SIZE 
INITIAL CDMPLETION on n c - c o u t L c i m N  DAY. 
PlODUCINO YETNOD INITIAL moouciion 0 A S  VOLUME oon CWOIC 1111 
DOPD M C I I D I Y  C r l l D L  /.4- 
  LO WINO T u w w  rmcsauic SMUT - I N  TUDING C I C S S U R C  CASINO C ~ E S S U I E  11111 PIODUCTIDPI namw 
I C 0  *an* **w x 
01 AV I T  1 I M C I S W U T . I N I  COMPANY I E P I C S E N T A T I V E  DATE OAUOED 
re." .*.I 1L"l  
6-16 Exhibit 6-G 
. . .. - - . . . . - - .... . . .  
la 
I 
0 
P 
~ 
womr I L I U Y f  
L i d  below al l  worh parformad undar Offlca oi Conearrotion Work Parmlle whlla drllllng and complaling wal l .  
won* 
PERMIT YO. 
IP #131-94 
Llsl  babw all Lmporlonl Polaolounol or O*ologLcoI FormOllOn lope. Cap Rock and So11 Orarhong bottonm. 
OEIlU r o n w i i o ~  OEPTY 
6-17 Exhibit 6-G 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
OFFICE OF CONSERVATION 
PLUG AND ABANDON REPORT 
WELL SERIAL NO. 972009 WORK PERMIT NO. 
TOTAL DEPTH 6644 PBTD DATE WORK FINISHED (MM-DD-W), 
01 231 4 
m m  Rcxmz DISTRICT 
(Three Copies to be Filed with the District Office) n 
NOTE: This Report Will Be Returned I f  Not Properly Completed And Signed 
Field SOVPH ERA" Parish VERMILtION Sec. 2 Twp. 14s Rge 
C W ~ A - ~ , ~  0 29 DRY HOLE 30 FORMERLY ACTIVE 18 TEMPORARILY ABANDO 
(All But Top Plug Set) 
Depth Casing Cut Below Plow Depth Or Mud Line 5 Weight of Mud Left in Well After Abandonment ci. 8 
1 
Setting Depths Of Bridge Plugs Andlor Cement Retainers 
Is This Well A Multiple Completion? Yes- N o x  - If Yes, Submit Additional Report For Other Well(s) And Indicate 
Other Serial No@). In Space Provlded. 
*List Casing Sizes And Rug Depths In Deanding Older 
Remarks: CIF I 
..,-. 
This work was done according to the Rules and Regulations of the Offlce of Conservalon, - 
V I > .  DcEExuNaFR?fmGm., nc. 
U WITNESS OPERATOR (Company Name) 
1 -
REPRESENTATIVE (SIGNED) 
6-18 Exhibit 6-H P 
w 
OFFICE OF CONSERVATION 
WELL MIITORV AWO WORU RCWYC R C c O l  
D 
RCSCRVOIR I W U C A W l  SAND IOCWTI I ICATIOWI  
I N I T I A L  D I S P O S m  ZONE - :i&CENE U 
~ ~~ 
LCASC AWD WCLL DATA 
SI  IWACTWC DIl MOLC FUT. U l lL  CROOUCT I, RCCOY.LCTIOW DATC COMC.R-q 
P IWACTIYC 0I)T MOLE NO PUT. UTIL 0 OIL 0 SAW. RCICRVOIR 0 O;y: 
Sa IWACTlVC WAITIMO OW PIPCLIW 0 * A I  0 D I V r c R I w T  RClCRVOlR 
0 I 7  IWACTIVC W A I T 1 1  o* YARKCT O T M C L S q X  waFRMsa3IJ 3-7-94 
A W R U I  
CIICCK A C ~ O C R l A T C  1 0 X l . I  
WCW W I L L  g RccoY*LcT1o~ 
0 ? . A  
OCCRAlOR 
EAToNoPER&TINGw., INC. 980 OAK BLVD. SUITE 2000 "ON, TX 
hTLTJIS"CVW 1 
WCLL WAUL WILL WQ 
P 
770 
Q 
I 
MTC awooco DAW RCAOV TO PRODUCL. TOTAL M C T M  WTO. 
. Y O *  
2-1 4-89 N/A 6,688' 6,644' 
QWWD CLCVATIOW CASlWO M I A D  FLAMOC CLCVATIOW DIITAWCC FROM 111 TO C M r  
3.2' 0' 29.0 
P 
TTPC OF I L I C T R I C A L  OR OTWCR L W  RUW I C I R C L C  L O I D  V l L I D  WITM OWlCC OF COW8CRVATIOWl 
DUALIND., FURM, Dmsm,aMP, ", (a, L.S.. 
P 
OATC FlLCO 
10-1 7-89 R 
U 
U 
P 
G3 
i 
r 
I I C L O  
ERATH. SOUTH 
8 l C R l A L  NO. 
972009 
2 ,000 '  t o  6,700'  
moouciw IWTCRVAL 
is n A YULTIPLC CWPLCTIOII. 
I I M  A # C H R A T t  RCCORT VOR 
I I I A C M  CDICLCTIOW 
W A I  WCLL DIRCCTIOWALLT W A I  DIRCCTIOWAL SURVCV YAOCl WCRC 1 C O C I I I  FILED WITM TMC OATC VlLCD 
m u c o t  m MFICP OF COWICRVATlOWl --- 
red rsdrr mi ru 
te lho bo81 of m 
a 
m. .I. I tl.m 
I 
6-19 Exhibit 6-H 
01 231 4 
W Y .  
?INUIT NO. 
2-1 4-89 
m 
2-28-89 
2-1 6-89 
2-1 6-89 
3-7-94 
FRANK'S 
RSING CREW 
B. J. 'I" 
DRILUNG RIG WMRACKR 
RAN AND SLT 13-3/8" 54.5# k-55 SIC CASING @ 1,925' 
(m STAm OF IxxlIsIANA C 8:OO AM 2-16-89) 
13-3/8" CASING W/ .5 bbl W REX". 
SQUEEZE P m  AT 6590-6530 WITH 100 
FROM 105-5'. WI'AU CASING 5 '  LevEL 
S W  
WEm 1/21 PIATE ON TOP. 
I 
I 
I 
6-20 Exhibit 6-H E 
u 
U 
la 
u 
P 
il 
di 
Gi: 
Provided by PAW Dr i l l i ng  & Uell Service,  Inc. 
1. Check and record a l l  tubing and casing pressures .  F i l l  tubing 
and casing w i t h  15.8 #/gal plug mud. K i l l .  we1 1 as needed. 
Note: If cannot pump i n t o  well we will  run a t h r u  tubing plug 
through 7" casing .& pump 100' cmt on t o p  of plug ., Bleed 
pressure  and pump an addi t iona l  cement plug a t  14,000' . A1 I 
'calcium chlor ide  and/or b r ine  water w i l l  be pumped in to  
e x i s t i n g  SWD. 
2. Rig up pump on 5" P-110 tubing and' bullhead squeeze t h e  
p e r f s  down t h e  5" tubing with 100 s x  Class "H" cement. 
Displace cement w i t h  300bbls plug mud. Plug wi l l  be from 
15,470' t o  15, 160'. Let plug set a minimum of 24 hours. 
Presure test o r  t ag  plug. 
. 3. Move on locat ion w/ P&A equipment. Hold s a f e t y  meeting, d i scuss  
procedures and work schedule.  
4 .  Release packer and POOH w/ 5" tubing.  Lay down tubing.  
Note: If unable . to  release packer c u t  5 " t u b i n g  above packer. 
F i l l  wellbore w/ s u f f i c i e n t  weighted plug mud (9.0Wgal min). 
5. GIH w/ S/L and explosive charge. Cu t  7" casing a t  .+/- 5,500'.. 
Lay down casing.  
6.  Pick up workstring and RIH t o  casing s t u b  @ +/- 5,500'. Pump 
7. POOH w/ tubing. Pump 10 sx cemcnt plug from 33' t o  3' . 
60 s x  cement plug from 5,600' t o  5,400' (100' i n  and 100' out  1. 
8. Cut 9 5/8", 13 3/8", 20"' and 30" cas ing  3' below ground 
level and weld steel p l a t e  on top of casing.. 
9. Restore location t o  condi t ion p r i o r  t o  P&A operat ion.  RDHO. 
Note: If required by s ta te  regula t ions ,  a l l  plugs t o  be 
pressure  t e s t ed  o r  tagged and an add i t iona l  plug wi l l  be placed 
accross  t h e  lowest known USDW. 
6-21 
Revised: 04/26/93 15:50 
- - ..- 
Exhibit 6-1 
Page 3 
MOVE I.N - RZG UP 
KILL WELL -. ESTJiBLrStl INJECTXQN DATE 
NTPPLE DQWN - NIPPLE UP 
WQR# PIPE LOOSE 
M I X  & PUMP CEMENT PLUG = 45 BARRELS To 3030' 
TEBT PLUG 
WrX C PUMP CEMENT PLUG - 22 BARRRLB 
TEBT PLUG 
MIX 4 PUMP CEMENT PLUG - 22 -EL8 
'PEST PLUG 
MI% & PUNP CEMENT PIIUG - 16 BARRELS 
OZH WrTH WZRELINE - CUT 7" CALSrNG O t 1600 '  
POOH - L D 7" CASXIQ 
FILS HOLE WITH PtUG MUD 
MIX  & BUMP TOP CEMENT PLUG - 6Q'-S' 
CUT CZiSZNG 4 '  BGL 
R I G  DOWN - MOVE OUT 
I 
P 
6-22 Exhibit 6-J 
Provided by PAW Drilling & Well Service, Inc. 
-- 1. Bullhead squeeze the open perfs down the 3 1/2Ltubing uith 
100 sacks Class "H" cement + retarder and displace with 
200 bbls of plug mud. (Plug will be from 20,700' to 20,200'. 
Let plug set for a minimum of 24 hours. 
'If unable to pump into well, set CIBP inside 3 1/2" tubing at 
,'packer. perforate 3 112" tubing above CIBP and circulate 
' suff icien-ement to leave 300' plug inside 3 1 ~ 2 "  tubing and 
300 cement plug inside the 3 1/2" X 6" annulus. Set additional 
CIBP above cement in 3 1/2" tubing. (Note: Gas cap and diesel 
to be bled off before bullhead squeeze. 1 
* -  
2. Hove on location w/ P&A equipment. Hold safety meeting, discuss 
procedures and work schedule. 
3. Check and record all tubing and casing pressures. 
4. Release from Backer FB-1 packer and POOH w/ tubing. 
5. RU S/L and cut 6" casing at +/- 6,000' . POOH and lay down 6" 
Note: If unable to release from packer see step 1 above. 
casing . 
6. RIH open-ended to casing stub (+/- 6,000' 1 and pump a 200' 
cement plug from 7,000' to 5,000'. POOH with tubing. 
7. RU S/L and cut 9 5/8" casing at +/- 3,150' POOH and lay down 
cas iq. I , 
8. RU S/L and cut 11 3/4".casing at +I- 3,008'. POOH and lay down 
casing . .. . 
9. RIH open ended So 3,250' . Pump 315 sx cement plug from 3,250' 
to 2,900' . 
10. POOH w/ tubing. Pump 35 sx cement plug from 33' to 3'. 
11. Cut 16" and 30" casing 3' belou ground level and ueld steel 
* plate on top of casing. 2- 
12. Restore location to condition prior to P&A operation. RDHO. 
Note: If required by state regulations, all plugs will be 
pressure tested or tagged and an additional plug w i 11 be placed 
accross the lowest known USDW. 
G - .  . 
Revised: 04/26/93 15:39 6-23 Page 3 
Exhibit 6-K 
: 2. Check and record all tubing and casing pressures and kill well 
with FSW if necessary. RIH w/ S/L .to determine sand fill in 
'casing. If sand fill is encountered aboue perfs, PU 2 3/8" 
,'workstring and wash down to perfs. POOH w/ workstring. 
3. Bullheadqeeze 50 sack cement plug from 6,590'to 6,530'. 
4. POOH w/ tubing. Pump 15 sx cement plug from 33' to 3'. 
5. Cut 9 5/8" and 13 3/8" casing 3' below ground level and weld 
steel plate on top of casing. 
Release from packer and circulate 9.0Wgal plug mud to surface. 
6. Restore location to condition prior to P&A operation. RDHO. 
Note: If required by state regulations, all plugs will be 
pressure tested or tagged and an additional plug will be placed 
accross the lowest known USDW. 
I 
, 
.. . 
Reuised: 04/26/93 15:41 
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EXHIBIT 6-M 
PAW Drilling & Well Service, Inc. 
Daily Workover Reports for Gladys McCall Site 
From 9-1 8-93 Through 1 1-1 9-93 
6-25 

Y 
SAFETY UEETINQ 
sum s t l a g  
SiZa 
h d  
1 
Tubnp Selnng 
*a 
TIP. 
hl. 
la 
8.0. P. TEST PRESSUAES PRCWCTDN PRESSURE SETTING 
Malm a UOdJ 
size 
R.m* Hvafl 
W T P  
Wnokl vu. (kplh 
R DRILL DEEPER Clanom* Bi( sin 
-m* &I Typa 
FoougtMadt 
U 
Q 
P 
G3 
3 
TICKET ~ ~ u $ ~  
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
(3181 261-0295 
REPORTNO. 4 - IAFAYETE. LA 70506 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
D -7 
COMPANY DATE y - / f - / 2  
FIELD LEASE WELL NO. 
PARISH OR COUNTY S T A T E R I G  NO. 
1 
8 L S -  
e-$- 
O L L  
QLL 
0-s- 
O I L  
COMPANY REPRESENTATWF 
CONTRACT NO 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
6-27 Exhibit 6-M 
present Perforations Present Packer Setino-. 
COMPANY REPRESENTATNF TOOLPUSHE 
CONTRACT NO J O Q 4  - 6 
JOB NOJLRDER NO. 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not to exceed 18% annJly. E 
Q 
som along 
K i n g }  Sue 
Satling w ~ d  lnrmol 
U 
Tubno S.m 
Sua 
TYP 
Am1 
U 
n 
P 
P 
GI 
Q 
present Perlorations Present Packer Senig-- 
@Ips- 
O t S -  
9 2 s -  
8 2 s -  
9 - r  
O I L  
9 L S -  
@tL 
9 Z L  
COMPANY REPRESENTATNF TOOLPUSHE 
J O B  NO~L. ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO JOB-, 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 11290 per month nOt to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
If ms acawm is pracedmm wllemonagenqoran u!nmq forwlkmon vpon deWlol pwpnmn~ k. o125%of h. unpjd Wanca. mgmnmrwhh dl wun wsm. 
attorneys’ h s .  gam~hnnrn hi w 10% intwos: horn ma~uny is h b y  aumorind. 
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n rrr 
Y Y  y&m DRILUNG SERVICE, 6 INC. WELL 
101 GALBERT RD 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
I\-$ (318)261-0295 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
TICKET ~~~~ 
REPORTNO. 3 
COMPANY REPRESENTATlVF TOOLPUSHE 
JOB N O 2  4- 6 ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO JOB 2L)-5 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
If mu .sownf~i placed uim 8 dl8c8m .gmcyor.nrnomoy fordbairn upon dohu~iol paymom, In of 25% of h. unpaid bdam. t0galh.r with all a ~ u n  010. 
ummyr' h s .  parmshm hi and 10% Inwmi hrm nuMy is h.nW amhoflmd. 
Exhibit 6-M 6-30 
B 
U 
u 
P 
ci 
R 
Q 
D 
0 
0 
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE 
CONTRACT NO J O d L  
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not lo exceed 18% anmlly. 
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U 
U 
P 
Q 
U 
6J 
P 
U 
IJ 
13 
0 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
Ld (318) 261-0295 d LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
TICKET '5 8 15 
REPORTNO.  3 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
DATE 7-24-?? 
LEAS€ WELLNO.  
PARISHORCOUNTY k y d  STATF-, RIG O.L. 
Present Packer Seting- Present Perforations 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE 
JOB NO,%. ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO JOB- 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not to exceed 18?4 anni.lly. 

Q 
0 
D 
Q 
u 
la 
Q 
u 
3 
a 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
COMPANY DATE 9- 7L -93 
FiEL- d c LEAS W E L L N O .  
PARISH OR COUNTY c w m  S T A T E - R I G  NO. 
Present Packer Setting Present Perforations 
Total Depth Present Depth Type P l u n  
Tubno s.W 
%e 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over30 days will be charged 1 1/2% permonth not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
II mis -ni is placedwiim a m l k c D o I ) . p ~  or an llmmeyfwolWonupon doWlol paymml,a In of 25YolUn unpdd balum. mg.h.fd.ll mUn am. 
aaomeys' fees. garnishment ksr ud 10% intomst fmn m.nniy ia henby rumah.d. 
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U 
RIG EXPENSE ACCIDENTS 
YES I NO 
P 
SUPPLY REOUEST 
I I 
U 
SUPRIES 
u 
I 
U 
0 
U 
0 
P 
3 
-- 
DRILLING 6 WELL 3, ;m SERVICE.INC. _h . 101 GALBERT RD 
~ ~~ 
LAFAYETE. LA 70'506 
(318) 2610295 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
TICKET 
REPORTNO. 4 
Present Packer Seting-. Present Perforations 
Total Depth Present Depth Type P l u o  
1 'RUCKING I I .  I I I 
1 PERSONNEL I I TIME OlSlRtBUTON 3". PARTY CHARQES 
n . -  COMPANY REPRESENTAflVF TOOLPUSHER &? 
JOB NO&- 5 ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO JOB- 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 lP! per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
J 6-35 Exhibit 6-M 
I 
w w u r  W*ll 
R u g A * b u m n  
L uu . _ -  
DRILLING A WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
v ‘L (318)261-0295 REPORTNO. 7 y-m--? 101 WLBERT RD ~ J LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
n 9 , a - a ~  
Present Packer Setting Present Petlorations 
Total Depth 
SAFETY MEETING S.m 
Present Depth Type Plusp. 
scrrsns.rm0 sa. 
sa. Type 
h0Ml Aml. 
PR0WCTK)N PRESSURE S m W G  DRILL DEEPER 
Bl sue 
Mud T p  s2. 0P-KID.Pm Type 
B 0. P. TEST PRESSURES 
Rams Wl MIU 6 UDdOl  cl0UnpD.Pth 
vu. FooPge Made Wughr 
~ 
c-7 & XlZ A. 
Rffi EXPENSE ACCIDENTS SUPPLY REOUEST 
YES No I 
SUPPLIES 
FUEL I - TRUCKING 
DIESEL T.I.W. 
STRIPPER PIPE RACK 
POWER SUB. 
TRUCKING I I 
GENERATOR I I CENTRIFUGU 
I GUARD 
I PIPEWPE I 
RAMS I UISC. I I 
LONG DIES I I 
I I I I 
PERSONNEL I I - -  TIME MSTRlBUTlON 
I I 
I I 
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE 
CONTRACT NO J08- 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18% ann!lly. 
I this 1sowm is plawdwith 8 d b d m  agency oran aaomey (or d M m  upon doMi of p8ymw1,8 h of 25% of d* unpdd m. IoceUwrwith .II aoM a.m. 
momeys’ lee& garnishmi ker and 10% intrnri born m 8 M y  is hnby urkofind. 
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U 
RIG EXPENSE ACCIDENTS 
YES I No 
SUPPLES I -  
P 
SUPPLY RECUEST 
I I 
R 
Q 
W h n o  TICKET 5815 
DRILLING L WELL 
REPORT NO. 16) 
SERVICE. INC 
WonOm 
bmo.un 
101 GALBERT RD Tuu&nmYImla&wn 
RrrrPno s u m m a  LAFAYETE LA70506 
s.h W.W wwa lLi (318) 26l-OZS5 
AugLAbumn 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
DATE 7 
WELL N O . , L  
COMPANY 
LEAS 
PARISH OR c o m i Y , ~ , s ; A i &  RIG No, 5 
Present Petforattons Present Packer Setting 
Total Depth Present Depth Type Plus 
u 
I 
1 
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE TOOLPUSHE 
JOB N d - 6  O R D E R  NO. CONTRACT NO JOB 24-5 
TERMS: N E T  30 D A Y S .  Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not to exceed 18% ann!lly. 
If his -m 18 placed nh I d*aOn 
onomeys’ k.8.  pmshmmt laas and 10% tnt.r.rt hom mamry IS hornby aummnd. 
or an ummy tor dbmm upon doWtd paymmr I *.of 2% 01 Om unpd hlanm. loge.h.rwM a0 mun mm. 
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M b n O  
waaovu DRILLING 6 WELL 
COmDwm SERVICE. INC. 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
, 101 GALBERTRD 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
TICKET 6816 
REPORTNO. , / I  
PARISH OR COUNTY- 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
I1 mis .coDumia placed rcim calktion agency or an auonyr fw mlhaion upon &MI ol 
amDmeys* k.r. g8miahnwm *a and 10% intarost (mm rman* is h m b ~  avJm2.d. 
k. of 25% of h. unprid Wmw.cog.brrM .II mun corn. 
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U 
ACCIDENTS 
YES NO 
RIG EXPENSE 
SUPPLIES 
FUEL 
U 
SUPPLY REOUEST 
I I 
1 I 
n 
P 
U 
0 
Q 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
TICKET 6817 
REPORT NO. jz 
Present Perlmationr Present Packer Sening 
Total Depth Present Depth Type P l u n  
HRS.OS s 
8S-S- 
@ I S -  
O t S -  
8-8- 
@LL 
O L Z  
8,s- 
@tt 
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVF 
CONTRACTNO ~ 0 ~ 2 4 -  5 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
II this -nt ir placed wth cdlecpm .gomy or an ao~mey  tw collemon upon &hull ol p.)1~n~ a h.of 25% of ON unpud Muy.. (Dg.lhr wm .P ODUn ODSO. 
momeyr’ leer. gannahmem h s  and 10% inneat hom manmy is henby wbomd. 
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A --- 
TICKET 6818 
REPORT N O . ~ L .  
18) 261-0295 
SUPPLIES I I 
I FUEL I I I 
3’ PARTY CHARGES I 
1 I I  I I I 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATIW 
JOB NO-&, ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO JOB-&, 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2?/. per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
It mu -m is p l d  wim a rmboon .gency oran a m y  l ~ d b m o o  upon dew1 ot p3lnom, a In of 25y ot cmunprid brlm~r. m r m m  an m a  0.0. 
. n o m y r ’ ~ s , ~ r h m m c k n . n d  1o%M.nslImnNlumyuhmbyaumoMd. 
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0 
soren s m  
sue 
htorvDl 
SAFETY MEETING 
II 
Tubno S.m 
so0 
TYP 
&Ill 
B 
8.0.  P. TEST PRESSURES PROOUCTKW PRESSURE S m W G  
M8L. 6 mol RMlr Wl 
h d  Type SIT. 
Wughl vu. Dopm 
U ORILL DEEPER ClwnoD.pm Bl suo 
0p.rmw mm BITYP 
Foom~e Made Q 
P 
0 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
(318) 261-0295 
-1 d LAFAYETE LA70506 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
REPORTNO. I'? 
RIG EXPENSE I ACCIDENTS I SUPPLY REOUEST 
UPPLIES I I I I I 
:UEL I I 
HE.@$ t 
0s-s- 
@ L S -  
O L S -  
e r r -  
O L t  
O L L  
EXTRA LABOR GUAR0 8's- 
SUPPLES PIPE DOPE 8 1 -  
RAMS MISC. e- 
LONG DIES 
I 
COMPANY REPRESENTATlVF* * .  TOOLPUSHE 
J o E N 0 3 4 --x ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO+ -" JOE 2q-T -*. 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not to exceed 18Vo annQy. 
If &IS -M is placed wllh a colbrnon .gsny of an UIDmy lor QIm Vpon &tordl Of I *. Of Z S % O f h e  Unprid bdUIC0- mg.b*rw a 
anorneys' h a .  ~armhmmi leer and IC% imerest hom m a M y  IS bnby auhonnd. 
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DRILUNG 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
(318) 261-0295 
REPORTNO. )," 
Present Packer Setting present Perforations 
TOOLPUSHE N COMPANY REPRESENTATNF 
JOB N o . 2 2 % R  CONTRACT NO J O B A & Z ? ~  
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accountsover 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
a 
8 
U 
ij 
u 
U 
Q 
u 
u 
IJ 
P 
U 
DRILLING h WELL 
SERVICE. INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 %'\?! (918) 261-0295 
TICKET 6821 
REPORT NO. lb> 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
F l E L Q Q -  LEA SEA&&&^&- WELL N O . , L  
COMPANY O F  D A T E 1 4  -b  - 4 3  
PARISH OR C o U N T Y , y S T A T + -  RIG NO. 
Present Perlorations 
Total Depth Present Deplh Type Plug 
5 
Present Packer Setting 
@ L S -  
e r r -  
@ I S -  
@-- 
9 2 -  
9-s- 
O L L  
9 - z  
COMPANY REPRESENTAM 
CONTRACT NO 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 11290 per month not to exceed 18% anrr.lfy. 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
O A n  
DATEi f l -7 -  73 
COMPANY &QUE 
PARISH OR COUNTY- 
u 
P 
U 
il 
U 
I 
a 
_ _ - -  
bW TICKET 3 t j L C  
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE. INC. 
MWT 
mDYIlrn 
yuBawfyI-n 101 GALBERT RD 
U W D W  summa 
rWg6Abmmon 
REPORT NO. / 17 2- q+$ LAFAYETE LA 70506 dl W.W wur (318) 2614295 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
Present Packer Seting- present Perlorations 
6.0. P. TEST PRESSURES I PROWCTloN PI 
- ~ 
...  
HRS.@S s 
es-s- 
@ I S -  
-r 
@ L S -  
e- 
O I L  
0-s- 
@LL 
0'- 
COMPANY REPRESENTAW 
JOB NOJ- ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO JOB- 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1120/. per month not to exceed 18% anni.lly. 
la Exhibit 6-M 6-45 
Present Packer Seting-. present Perforations 
OS-)- 
e - t  
9 2 s -  
e r r -  
e r r  
e- 
@ Z S -  
e - r  
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE 
CONTRACT NO 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month no! to exceed 18% anrrJly. 
D 
TRUCKING ’ GENERATOR 
EXfflA LABOR 
SUPPLIES 
RAMS 
LONG DIES 
P 
TDPUMP HELPER e r s  
CENTRIFUGAL QLL 
GUARD O L S -  
PlPE DOPE 0 1 -  
M C .  8 1 -  
R 
Y 
Q 
Q 
U 
d 
P 
P 
Y 
REPORT NO. . e 2  9 
m 
.mn 
am- 
ao- mu w.ys 
Present Packer Seting- resent Perforations 
‘otal Depth Present Depth Type Plug 
9. 0. P. TEST PRESSURES I PRMWCTKW PRES 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATIVF 
I 
JOB NO,% ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO JOB%- 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 d a y s  will be charged 1 1/2% per month no! to exceed 18% anrtdly. 
b l l b r q  TICKET 6825 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE. INC 
wonom 
101 GALBERT RD REPORT N O . 2 1  
bmnlomn 
LAFAYETE LA70506 
T u u  8.mIm 
(318) 261-0295 
hang smr 
s.h W 8 U  W b  
RugAAO-ll 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
DATE~D-I~z- 73 COMPAIY 
L LEAS WELLNO.  ) 
F I E L ~  
PARISH OR COUNTY S T A T F R I G  NO. 
TRUCKING 
GENERATOR 
EYJRA LABOR 
SUPPLIES 
RAMS 
LONG DIES 
Present Packer Settinap. presrnt Perforation= 
P P U M P  HELPER @LL 
CENTRIFUGAL e r s  
GUARD 8 1 s -  
PIPE DOPE 9 - 1  
UISC. 8 - r  
Present Depth Tout Depth 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE 
JOB ~ o J . 2  ORDER NO, CONTRACTNO J O d L ,  
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1&% per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
. . . 
Gi 
U 
P 
D 
u 
U 
P 
Q 
0 
a 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT R D  
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 '\$ (318) 261-0295 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
- .  - -  
TICKET D b L  I 
REPORT N O . 2  2- 
HRS.@S s 
8 L S -  
@ L S -  
8 L S -  
TRUCKING P P U M P  HELPER e- 
GENERATOR CENTRIFUGAL e- 
DCrrULABOR GUARD 0-s- 
SUPWES PIPE DOPE e r z  
RAMS wc. 0 - z  
LONG DES 
COMPANY REPRESENTATlVF TOOLPUSHE 
J O B  N O J L  ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO J O B J L .  
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not to exceed 18% annq.lly. 
It *!a acauni ia 
armmeys' k.8. garnMmml kn .nd 10% innmi ha mawiry in hemby aUm0nz.d. 
*rim dbdon 01 an ammay tor dbslion upon dd&t 01 payment, a lee of 25% 01 h. unp8id m. mg.her rrim .I mm mm. 
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DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE. INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 '\?! (318) 261-0295 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
- - - -  
TICKET b6LD 
REPORT N O . 3  
Present Packer Setting-, Present Periorations 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATW 
JOB NOA+, ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO J O d d ?  
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not to exceed 18% anrrJly. 
P 
B 
!J 
P 
n 
n 
-l 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 REPORT NO. A4 
Present Packer Seting- Present Perforations 
Total Depth Present Depth 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE 
JOB NO 24- 4 CONTRACT NO JOB 2 4 - 4  ORDER NO. 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112?/o per month not to exceed 18% annllly. 
h b f w  TICKET 5833 
DRILLING WELL 
101 CALBERT RD 
W- 
bmDwa SERVICE, INC 
T u w B . a w l ~  
Fwrmfw Serwaa IAFAYETE LA70506 s.n waw w.(s 
RupLAbumn 
REPORT NO. 1? 5 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
COMPANY tgE DATEID -J Ad 73’ 
FlEL 
PARISH OR COUNTY ST*&-RIG NO.L, 
WELLNO. 
Present Packer Seting- Present Perforations 
RIG EXPENSE ACCIDENTS SUPPLY REauEsT I I 
I Y E S 1  NQ I I 
COMPANY REPRESENTATNF 
CONTRACT NO- JO- 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not lo exceed 18% anmlly. 
!J 
u 
Q 
GI 
DRILLING 4 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD -lLi LAFAYETE. (318) 261-0295 LA 70506 
TICKET 583: 
REPORT NO. 2 1 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
or DATE) o-) 7-.?? 
f d  P- Y A L  LEAS WELL NO.,& 
PARISH OR COUNTY r-. S T A Y T F L . R i G  NO 4 
Preoent Packer Setting Present Perforations. 
Total Depth Present Depth Type Plus 
B 0 P E S T P R E  
13 
Y 
la 
P 
U 
u 
~~~ ~ 
RIG EXPENSE I UXIDENTS I SUPPLY REauEsT 
.et t 
os-t- 
g a r s -  
@ I S -  
e-$- 
9 - r  
e r r  
COMPANY REPRESENTATWF 
CONTRACTNO JOB 24-5 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18% annrlly. 
II mu asawnt is placed with a ml*oon agmcy w m  ummoy fordlodm upon *huh ol papnmt. a loa oI ZS% 0th.  u+d b.l.nu. cog.aWru& UI mm mas. 
iummeys* krr. p~rmshmrni hn and 10% vnnni hom m.luny is kenby aumonnd. 
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I 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
REPORTNO. 2 7 
Present Packer Setting Present Perforation 
Total Depth Present Depth Type P l U O  
TubaD am SAFETY MEETING 
s u n n  am So. 
sue TYP 
hIuw 
D R U  DEEPER I 8.0. P. TEST PRESSURES I PROWCTlON PRESSURE S€lTlNG 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATlVF 
JOB NO,-. ORDER NO, CONTRACTNO J O S  
TERMS: N E T  30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
1 
DRILLING & WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 lLi (318) 261-0295 101 GALBERT RD 
TICKET 6833 
REPORT N O Z  
RIG EXPENSE I ACCIDENTS I SUPPLY REQUEST 
TRUCKING I 
I 3' PARTY CHAROES 
PIPEWIPER SLIP INSERT 
DIESEL T.I.W. 
STRIPPER PIPE RACK 
POWER SUB. SHAKER 
TRUCKING 
GENERATOR CENTRFUOAL 
EXTRA LABOR 
SUPPLIES PIPE DOPE 
RAMS MISC. 
LONG DIES 
r 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE 
JOB N O ~ W  ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO JOB-> 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
I mu acmm IS placed rrim a a4bmm agency or an ammy for d*am uPOnd.fud1 ol pivnml. a k. of 25% of h. Mpud MMm. l0gl-h .II 
ammeys' tees, gurushmetn leer and 10% inonst horn mannny u henby umhmzd. 
am. 
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DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD. 
iLd (318) 261-0295 d LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
TICKET 6934 
REPORT N O . Z ?  
Present Packer Seting-. Present Perforations 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATIVF 
JOB ~024-4 O R D E R  NO, CONTRACT NO JOB& 
TERMS: N E T  30 D A Y S .  Accounts over30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
P 
0 
B 
Gs 
0 
P 
P 
la 
n 
Q 
mng 
wonar DRILLING 6 WELL 
bmowm SERVICE. INC. 
T u u B . l y I n n m & D n  101 GALBERT RD Rmono swuas 
w u r  WdS <& (318) 261-0295 
Plug 6 &mmn 
COMPANY f l - f l E  
d LAFAYETE L A 7 W  
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
TICKET 6 8 3 5  
REPORTNO. 30 
DATEJ4 -21 - 9 3  
WELLNO. FIE'- fhd- U#> LEAS - ~ 
PARISH OR COUNTY r-. STATQA RIG NO, 3 
Present Perforations Present Packer Setting 
Total Depth Present Depth Type Plus 
Tubno -rmD 
S a n n  sa. 
Sae TYP. 
kwwl *mL 
B 0. P. TEST PRESSURES P R o W c T r n  PRESSURE s m f f i  D R U  OEEPER 
W U L W  C~DHWDWI &I Sue R r m S  Hvdrir 
L*d Sue c w m ~ ~ . p m  &I Type 
Wnpht VL. mPlh FoomgeW.de 
Type 
RIG EXPENSE SuPPLYREauEsT 
rRUCKlNG T 
I 3- PARTY CHARQES 
I I I I 
PERSONNEL I I . , TYrlEDfSlR18UTDN I 
TOLPUSHE--, COMPANY REPRESENTATIVF 
JOB NOW-x ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO JOBJ-, 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 12% per month nOt to exceed 18% anrr.lly. 
I &IS -III is p l d w i m  a eollredon agmcy 01 an mmoy lot Colbaion upon,d.lmdtol 
attorneys' k r .  mamm ka ud 10% tmml hrm nu~ny is hnby numaad. 
a fa of 2% ol h. unpaid b.lrrr. -rim .I mun corn. 
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TICKET 5835 
DRILLING 6 WELL. 
SERVICE, INC. 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 +x (318)261-0295 REPORTNO. P/ , 101 GALBERTRD 
EXTRA LABOR 
SUPPLIES 
RAMS 
LONG DIES 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT --- 
GUAR0 0's- 
PIPE DOPE O I L  
Msc. e z t  
COMPANY 6% E DATE/P -2.2- 71 
F l E L & d - d & k k .  L E A S F  wb 7 d  WELL NO.-. 
PARISH OR COUNTY- srnio-  RIG O.L 
Present Packer Senig- Present Perforations 
Present Depth Type Plug- Total Depth 
r 
a 
Q 
RIG EXPENSE ACCIDENTS 
YES I No 
SUPPLIES I 
19 
SUPPLY REauEsT 
I I 
0 
P 
B 
D 
si 
J 
Ii 
TICKET 6837  
DRILUNG 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
’<< (318) 2614295 REPORTNO. 3 1  d IAFAYETE. LA 70506 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
I *  - P  DATEIQ-J~. 3- 9 3 
F i E L D u  fa-. LEAS-& - WELL NO. 
PARISH OR COUNTY c a a ~ e  STAT- RIG NO. 5 
Present Perloratma Present Packer Senlng 
Total Depth Present Depth Type Plus 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESEMATNF- 
JOB ~ 0 ~ 9 4 -  5 ORDER NO, CONTRACT NO J 0 0 2 ? -  
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18% anrtlly. 
l f h  umont u placed r* a d*swn .owuyw.n ummy lor a-on won rhkultof p . y ~ m  a bo of BY. of d* unpmd kha. log.d*r rrim .II wm mro. 
ammW h s .  gawushmeni Inn .nd 10% murw ha malun). IS hnay Umxwumd. 
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DRILUNG b WELL 
SERVICE. INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
IAFAYETE. LA 70506 
(318) 2610295 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
TICKET 5838 
REPORTNO. 33 
Present Packer Senig- Present Perforations 
Total Depth Present Depth Type Plus 
I 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATW 
JOB NO-& ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO JOd& 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18% anrrJly. 
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!J 
U 
U 
8 
Y 
u 
Q 
T I C K t l  Ui 
LUNG 6 WELL 
CE. INC. 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
- -  COMPANY 
F I E L D L O  L E A S U ! Z E Z  '' 93 
PARISH OR C~WWYSTAT&-RIG ~ 0 . 1 ;  
Present Packer Setting Present Perforation* 
Total Depth Present Depth Type Plug-. 
SUPPLIES I I I I I 
FUEL I I I I 
TRUCKING I 
I 3" PARTY CHAROES 
PIPEWIPER SLIP INSERT 
DIESEL T.I.W. 
STRIPPER PIPE RICK 
POWER SUB. SHAKER 
TRUCKING P U P  
GENERATOR CENTRIFUGAL 
EXTRALABOR I I GUARD I 
SUPPLIES I I PIPEDOPE 
RAMS I I MSC. 
LONGDIES I I I 
_t 
I I I I 
PERSONNEL I I . .  TIME DISTRlWTKm 
COMPANY REPRESENTATlVF 
CONTRACT NO. JOB 29 - -x 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1R% per month not to exceed l8Y0 anrrJly. 
If mu acmum is placed wim a a#acbon agency or an mmnmy lor 01- upon &fadl of p.ynnnt a bm of 25Xof h. up*d 
aaomeys' Iwr. gawnshnmt h.. and 10% tnmres~ han N M ~  u bnby aumonnd. 
~OQO~IUWIUI a0 WR 
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Present Packer Setling Present Perforations 
Total Depth Present Depth Type P l u n  
COMPANY REPRESEKTATNF 
CONTRACT NO. JOB,&, 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
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u 
0 
P 
0 
ci 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE. INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 '<$ (318) 261-0295 REPORT NO. 3 
Total Depth Present Depth Type P l u n  
Tu- snmo 
-s.rmp sue 
sue Typ. 
hOml Aml, 
8.0. P. TEST PRESSURES PROWCTKIN PRESSURE SrnPlG DRUL DEEPER I 
6J 
B 
u 
6a 
% d Y A  Ah 
RIG EXPENSE ACCIDENTS SUPPLY RECUEST 
YES I No I I 
SUPPLES 
TRUCKING I I I 
I I ¶- PARTY CHAROES PERSONNEL L I - 
PIPEWIPER SLIP HSERT I I  DRILLEI& &?A z 
DIESEL I I T.1.W. 
STRIPPER PIPE RACK 
POWER SUB. M E R  
TRUCKING Z-PUMP 
GENERATOR 
EXTRALABOR 
SUPPLIES 
TWLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATNF 
JOB NOS=. ORDER NO, CONTRACT NO JOB 2 v-g 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 
H mu -ni 1s @sad wim a d k n o n  agency wan anmtny lordham upon d.tph d payment, a k. ol25Xol On unpaid bdwm. t o p h u h  .I mun corn. 
amrrnays' ker. gannshmmt k.r and 10% bmmi hmr mwmy is bnby aulhonmd. 
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Dnlbnp TICKET 5842  
wu=o-f DRILLING 6 WELL 
campwan SERVICE, INC 
Tu* B.lq 1- 
Pulrenp knwrn 
yl w u u  W.Yl 
Rug L &maon 
REPORT NO. 3 7 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
D A T d o  - z 9- 93 
1 
PARISH OR C O U N T y Y  STATELRIG NO. 4 
%%A& WELL NO. 
COMPANY 
Present Packer Setting- 
Type Plug- 
Present Petforatmns 
Q 
ii 
il 
II 
!J 
0 
R 
P 
Q 
B 
U 
B 
8 
U 
8 
DRILLING h WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
(318) 261-0295 
TICKET 354 5 
REPORTNO. 39 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
DATE J@-J0-.93 
LEAS&ZG&L WELL N 0 . j  
I 
F i E L u  YA- 
PARISH OR COUNTY ( k m 0 n  
Present Pertorations Present Packer Setting 
Total Depth 
STATF-RIG N 0 . L  
Present Depth Type Plug 
TRUCKING I I I I I 
I I I PERSONNEL Tl)rlEDlsTRIBvTKm 1”. PARTY CHAROES 1 
\ 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not lo exceed 18% ann?lly. 
w*fnh.r. gmni*mnl1.u and 10% Inmrtm lnalnly is mby uhmrrd. 
* -nI ir phad with a wl- mgny or an uiwrmy tor wlb~on upmd.fmdl ol p4”.”~ a h o f  -of h. unpaid b.lurr. mg.hn*ih .I OM ma, 
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D 
P 
D 
0 
!J 
R 
CI 
ff 
D 
I 
DRILLING L WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
TICKET 534 5 
REPORT NO. 4 6, 
TICKET 6845 
SERVICE, INC. 
REPORTNO. 4)  
8.0.  P. TEST PRESSURES 
Hvdnl 
-yD. 
I Vm 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
n E  DATE 1)- 3 73 
WELLNO. 
RtSH OR C O U N T Y Y S T A T L R I G  No- 
sent perforations Present Packer Setting 
_ I  Depth Present Depth Type Plus 
PROWCTCN PRESSURE SElTlNG ORIU DEEPER 
LblulUDdd u0unow.m e1 sue 
w . m  FmPO.Ltpd. 
sue oF-nmoD.pm et Type 
(Ps-s- 
B L S -  
O I L  
e-s- 
e - r  
O I L  
e z s -  
( P z r  
e t -  
COMPANY REPRESENTATNF-. PUSHE 
ORDER NO, CONTRACT NO J O d  q--X 
iRMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18% ann!lly. 
= m u  placed mm a d h a m n  O T . ~  wmy lor d*eon upon dohultd p.lmm~ In 01 l W o l  b* unprd b.faa. tog.*- .I corn -. 
;'*.oar.hmem*aad l a l n c r m r b o m r r ) . ~ u h n b y . ~ .  
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u 
RK; EXPENSE 
SUPPLIES 
u 
ACClDENTS W P R V  REaLlEST 
YES I NO I I 
I P %  
u 
a 
I 
Q 
P 
IJ 
Q 
u 
R 
Present Perforations Present Packer Setting 
Total Depth Present Depth Type P l u n  
anno 
See 
I I I I 
PERSONNEL I I . I  TIME DISTRBUTKm 
I I 
I 
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVF TOOLPUSHE 
JOB N O > ? O  CONTRACT NO J O B J L  
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to e x c e e d  18?,’”ann!ly. 
I 
REPORTNO. 3 
3 
wm 
aarl- 101 GALBERT RD 
MQ- 
v * u  Wall  
L- 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
IAFAYETE. LA 70506 
w 
(318) 261.02995 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
APANY 
LD 6L E A S & U &  -1 WELL NO&&nf/ 
3iSH OR COWW~YSTAT~ RIG N 0 . L .  
es-s- 
e r r -  
e t -  
8 1 s -  
e- 
e - r  
8 L S -  
e t -  
e t -  
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATlVF 
JOB N O S Y 0  CONTRACT NO 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18Vo anrr.lly. 
N hb Kmum is @a rlm dbmon .gmq 01 an mtomay tor rm*oion upon dafaull ol paymmt ha 01 25% 01 h. unpdd bdaea. tog. lhr  *Ih .I aw( mm. 
m a y s ’  has. ounilhmm ha# md 10% inmast fmm nuWy b h M b y  admizad. 
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IJ 
EXTRALABOR GUARD 
SUPPLES PIPE DOPE 
W S  fflsc. 
LONG DES 
0 
e-s- 
e - r  
e f f  
Y 
Y 
ia 
la 
0 
I 
8 
iJ 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
TICKET 6 84 3 
REPORT NO. ? 
c-, 9 4  L &&!% 
RIG EXPENSE I ACCIDENTS I SUPPLY R E M S I  
I Ye- I .- I I 
I 
DRILLING h WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
TICKET 6859 
REPORTNO. 4 
COMPANY REPRESENTAM TOOLPUSHE 
CONTRACT NO J O d  4 - 5  JOB NOAL- RDER NO. 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18% ann:lly. 

~- 
TICKET 7 6 5 2 
-3 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE. INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
(118) 261-0195 
REPORTNO. 10 
v 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
Present Packer Seting- nt Perforationt 
I I I  . I I 
COMPANY REPRESENTAW 
CONTRACT NO- 
TOOLPUSHE 
JOB NOJ& ORDER NO, J O R ~ L X  - -4 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not 10 exceed 18% anrrJly. 
P 
U 
P 
ci 
U 
Q 
P 
I 
RIG EXPENSE I ACCmFCIs I W R Y  RECUEST 
I Y E S 1  No I I 
TRUCKING I 
3- PARTY CHARQES 
PWEWIPER SLIP INSERT 
DIESEL T.I.W. 
STRIPPER PIPE RACK 
P 
EXTRALABOR 
SUPPLES PIPE DOPE 
LONG DES I I 
I 
COMPANY REPRESENTATnrE TOOLPUSHE 
JOB N O ~ E  ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO J O B S  
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not lo exceed 18% anmNy. 
W ~ i r r c m ~ t l r p l m d r . l m ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ O l ~ % ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
m a r * ) r ' k n . g m r h m n ( * . a m d  W % I r * c r o r i t o r n m ~ ~ b h . n ~ a u h a l t . d .  
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I 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE. INC. 
101 GALEERT RD 
LAFAVETE. LA 70506 
(318) 2614295 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
TICKET 7 6 5 L: 
REPORTNO. 9 
Present Packer Selting Present Perforations 
Total Depth Present Depth Type Plug 
I I 
h w d  Ami. J 
TYKi D R U  DEEPER E. 0, P.TEST PRESSURES I PRoDucTloNpRESSUREsR 
RIG EXPENSE I ACCIENTS I SUPPLY REQlEsT 
I YES I No I I I 
SUPPLES I I- I I I 
TRUCKING I I I I I 
I ¶- PARTY CHARGES I PERSONNEL I I TIME DISTRIBUTION 1 
et-$- 
e t s -  
e r r  
e-r- 
e - r  
e - r  
TOOLPUSHE- COMPANY REPRESENTATNF 
JOB NO~L ORDER N O .  C O N T R A C T N O  JOB 2% 9 
TERMS:  NET 30 DAYS.  Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18% ann?lly. 
Ulhi l -  ir @sad wi81 a dieaim wan mmmey (or dkclim won d . U t  ol p.ymmt a 1.. 0 1 s  ol h unpaid bdmw. mg.h.rrrkh al m. 
-mays* h r .  g&nuhnm low and 10% l n ~ m :  fmn b hmby aumonzmd. 
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13 
SAFETY MEETING 
13 
Tubno Slmg  - S r m C  So* 
&* TYP. 
h W  - 
U 
TICKET 7 6 5 5 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE. 1NC. 
101 GALBERT RD. 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
(318) 261-0235 
REPORTNO. 9 
U 
P 
P 
U 
D 
u 
@-$- 
O L L  
@ L S -  
( P L L  
8's- 
@Lt 
0 1 -  
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE 
CONTRACT NO J O B 2 5  3 - 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not to exceed 18% annaJly. 
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I 
iLUNG 6 WELL 
CE. INC. 
BERT RD REPORTNO. 9 
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P 
D 
U 
P 
4 
R 
Q 
la 
Q 
Present Perforations Present Packer Sening 
Total Depth Present Depth Type Plug 
RIGEXPENSE ACCIDENTS SUPPLY REauEsT 
YES I No I I 
SUPPLES P?Z 
FUEL I I 
e r -  
e r r -  
e- 
c e - r  
e-$- 
e - r  
e- 
EXTRALABOA GUARD 
SUPPLES PlPE DOPE 
Rp3r(s UISC. 
LONG DIES 
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE 
CONTRACTNO JOd-, 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per  month not to exceed 18% annQy. 
TICKET 7 6 5 -5. 
REPORTNO. / /  
RIG EXPENSE AccQEm 
YES No 
SUPPLI& 
SUPPLY R E M S T  
8s-s- 
e-s- 
e t -  
0-s- 
e- 
e - r  
e r s -  
0'- 
0'- 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATNF 
JOB N O J Z  CONTRACT NO J O d -  
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not to exceed 18% anrrJly. 
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0 
il 
U 
0 
U 
u 
P 
0 
0 
1 
1 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD. 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
(318) 2614295 
- - - -  
TICKET I b 3 5 
REPORT NO. 
Present Perforatinns Present Packer Setting 
Total Depth Present Depth Type Plus-, 
~ 
RIG EXPENSE I Acc#Nls I SUPPLY R E M S T  
SUPPLE* I I I I 
FUEL I I 
101 GALBERT RD 
LAFAYETE. LA 70546 &-(318) !2s14295 
RIG EXPENSE AEcDEm 
YES No 
SUPPLIES 
FUEL 
TICKET 7 6 6 L! 
SUPPLY EWES 
REPORT NO. 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
- DATE~I-) 9-73 
r d  I LEAS-&Z.$$, WELL Nor-,
RIG NO,= 
FlEL 
PARISH OR COUNTYRSTATF %A 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE 
- 
ORDER NO, CONTRACT NO J O d - 6  
D 
Y 
a 
I 
EXHIBIT 6-N 
Current Condition of Gladys McCall Site 
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Attachment 1 
R CURRENT CONDITION OF WELL 
GLADYS McCALL PRODUCTION WELL 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
Surface  P r e s s u r e  @: 5,335 p s i  - + 9 # / g a l  b r i n e  
Bottom Hole P r e s s u r e  @: - + 12,300 p s i  
Bottom Hole Temperature @: + - 300'F 
(D) S p e c i a l  Problems : 
(1) 7" x 9 - 5 / 8 "  c a s i n g  uncemented from 6,000' t o  
(2) 7'' c a s i n g  r u n  i n  two s e c t i o n s .  Tieback a t  12,616 '  
surf ace. 
may be damaged. 
(3) There  . i s  a methane g a s  cap + 500' on top  of t h e  
b r i n e  that  c o n t a i n s  - + 10% C02-and a trace of HZS. 
( 4 )  It is p o s s i b l e  t h a t  some of t he  gas  has  hydra t ed  
and l e f t  a n  ice p lug  i n  the  tubing. 
P 
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P 
c1 
U 
Q 
P 
P 
u 
e 
a 
P 
Q 
P 
B 
222' 
869' 
4,490' 
14.426' 
15.956' 
16,510' 
-4- 
........... ........... 
.......... .......... ........... .......... ........... 
30' - DRNE PIPE 
2(T 1331 K-55 BUTT CASING 
5' 18t P-110 CASING W/ MOD VAM THREADS 
1 3 w  681, K-55 EL 72# 1-80 BVrr CASINO 
6,000' +/-TOP OF CEMENT BEHIND 7' CASING 
12.616 TIE-BACK TO 7' UNER W/ P-110 fi N-80 CASING 
13,920' OTIS WBR PACKER (635' L) W/ 3S' ID 
9-w Mb# P-110 B u n  CASINO 
15.160'70 15.470': PRODUCTION PERFS (SAND 8) 
15.500' OTIS 7' 36# PERMANENT WB PACKER (2.82' L) 
f 3BX AR-95 B u l l  UNER Z. b. GStO a 
W/ PLUQ IN PACKER - PLUGGED BACK T.D. ' 
1 7 . 3 # m  D f l I U O  MUD 
a31g HOLE 
Figure 6-1. Gladys McCall well schematic as recompleted by T-F&S, August 15, 1983. 
EATON 
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D 
A t  t achmen t 2 u 
n 
R 
PACKER INFORMATION 
GLADYS McCALL NO. 1 
Type : O t i s  WBR Packer - 13,920.00 t o  13,926.25' 
Ratch Latch - 13,917.18' t o  13,920.00' 
Seal Bore Extension (PBR) 24.83' 
Top 13,892.35'; Bottom 13,917.18' 
Otis Packer Seal 
Locator Sub 
Seal  Extension 
Seal Mandrel 
Sea l  Extension 
Sea l  Mandrel 
Mule Shoe 
Assembly 
2.00' 13 
9.75' 13 
2.14' 13 
7.85' 13 
2.10' 13 
0.84' 13 
(w/3.480" 
,880.35' 
9 890.10' 
* 892.24' 
902.19 ' 
,903.03 ' 
900.09 ' 9 
s 
1 . D . )  
6-87 
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1 4 ' 4 "  
1'-3" 
0'- 10" 
- 
4 .......-.... 1'-6" t 
<% .,. Jji  a....... . .  f 
Page 1 of 6 
Figure 6-2a. Gladys McCall No. 1 production wellhead description schematic as of June 1990. 
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e 
P r fi .:.> 
8 
70 
69 
68 
66 
10 . 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
19 
0 
0 
23 
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27 
29 
31 
32 
34 
35 
37 
- -  
GROUND LEVEL 
P 
e 
la 50 
48 
4 7  u 46 
39  
40 
44 IJ 
ff 20'" CASING +.-... ~.....-. 13 - 3/8" CASING 
9-5/8" CASING 
4- 7" CASING 
4.- 5" TUBING U ' -  EATON 
Figure 6-2b. Gladys McCall No. 1 production wellhead description schematic as of June 1990. 
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1. 
2 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
GLAC 
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10.1 PRODUCTIO N WELLHEAD 
1-1/2" 10,000# W.P. 316 S.S. Marsh pressure gauge 
1/2" LP 10,000 W.P. S.S. NACE straight gauge cock 
5-1/8" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX w/l/Z" LP tap, type III LA, blind flange ~ 
BX-169, API 316 S.S. ring gasket 
5-1/8" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX FE x FE, E trim for 450°F Gray gate valve w/bevel gear 
opera tor 
BX-169, API 316 S.S. ring gasket 
BX-I.55, API S.S. ring gasket 
5-1/8" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX x 4-1/16" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX on 45 degree, w e  11 LA 
NACE dual studded Y block 
BX-169, API 316 S.S. ring gasket 
5-1/8" 10,000# W.P; 6 BX FE x FE, E trim €or 450°F Gray gate valve w/bevel gear 
operator 
BX-169, A P I  316 S.S. ring gasket 
4-1/16" 10,000# W.P., C, x 4-1/16" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX FE x FE, E-trim 
w/Graysafe operator €€A-7 for 450°F and below 
4-1/16" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX x 4-1/16" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX spacer flange 
2-1/16" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX w/2" tap flange 
BX-152, A P I  316 S.S. ring gasket 
4-1/16" 10,000# W.P. x 2-1/16" 10,000# W.P. Gray hydraulic accumulator 
BX-155, MI 316 S.S. ring gasket 
BX-155, API 316 S.S. ring gaskets 
5-1/8" 10,000# W.P. "CY x 5-1/8" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX FE x FE, E-trim for 450°F 
w/Graysaie HA-10 operator w/manual override 
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BX-169, API 316 S.S. ring gasket 20. 
5-1/8" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX x FE, E-trim for 45OoF, Gray gate valve w/beveI gear 
operator 
21. Q 
BX-169, API 316 S.S. ring gasket 22. 
23. 5-1/8" lO,OOO# W.P. 6 BX x 9" 10,OOO# W.P. 6 BX, type IU 410 S.S. NACE, tubing 
bonnet, K 
BX-157, API 316 S.S. ring gasket 24. 
25. 9" lO,OOO# W.P. MSP x 11" IO,OOO# W.P. MSP x 2-1/16" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX 
outlets, LA NACE CWCT-DlS tubing head u BX-152, A P I  316 S.S. ring gasket 
2-1/16" lO,OOO# W.P., 6 BX, Type U LA NACE blind flange 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
BX-152, API 316 S.S. ring gasket 
2-1/16" 10,000f W.P; "C", x 2-1/16" lO,OOO# W.P. 6 BX FE x FE, E-trim pkg for 
350°F service, Gray gate valve 
13-5/8" 5,000# W.P. 6 BX x 11" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX, CWCI', 9-5/8" casing spool 
1-13/16" l0,OOOZ W.P. "C' x l-l3/16" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX FE x FE w/D-trim Gray 
gate valve 
1-13/16" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX, blind flange 
30. 
3 1. n 
32. 
BX-151, MI CAD PLT ring gaskets 
20" 2,000# W.P. x l3-5/8" 5,000# W.P. 6 BX, CWCT, 13-3/8" casing spool 
33. e 
34. 
35. D 2-1/16" 5,000# W.P. "D" x 2-1/16" 5,000# W.P. FE x FE w/A-trim Gray gate valve 
2-1/16" 5,000# W.P. tapped w/2" NPT, flange Q 36. 
2" w/1/2" LP tap bull plug 37. 
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38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
5 1. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
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GLADYS McCALL NO. 1 PRODUCnO N WELLHEAD 
R-24, API, CAD PLT, ring gaskets 
20" SOW 2,000# W.P. CWCI' Gray casing head w/two 2" 5,000# W.P. std outlets 
and 32" base plate 
2-1/16" 5,000# W.P. blind flange 
R-24, API ring gasket 
R-24, API ring gasket 
2-1/16" 5,000# W.P. bli,nd flange 
R-73, MI, CAD PLT, ring gasket 
R-24, API, CAD PLT, ring gaskets 
2-1/16", SOW# W.P. tapped w/2" NPT, flange 
112" LP 5,0008 W.P..S.S. NACE straight gauge cock 
1/2" x 4-1/2" 5,000# W.P. 316 S.S. Marsh pressure gauge 
2" w/1/2" LP tap bull plug 
2-1/16" 5,000# W.P. "D" x 2-1/16" 5,0008 W.P. FE x FE w/A-trim Gray gate valve 
BX-160, API CAD PLT, ring gasket 
BX-151, API, CAD PLT, ring gaskets 
1-13/16'' 10,000# W.P. 6 BX, Thd w/2" LP. for 5,000# W.P., Type XI LA NACE 
flange 
1/2" LP. 5,000# W.P. S.S. NACE straight gauge cock 
1/2" x 4-1/2" lO,OOO# W.P. 316 S.S. Marsh pressure gauge 
2" CS NACE, 4" E W  w/1/2" LP tap bull plug 
1-13/16" 10,000# W.P. "C' x 1-13/16" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX FE x FE w/D-trim Gray 
gate valve 
BX-158, MI 316 S.S. ring gasket 
1/2" LP 10,000# W.P. S.S. NACE straight gauge cock 
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13 
P 
U 
GLADYS McCALL NO. 1 PRODUmO N WELLHEAD 
60. 1/2" x 4-1/2" lO,OOO# W.P., lOO-3-SS-MS, 315 S.S. Marsh pressure gauge 
61. 
62. 
2" CS NACE x 4" I S  w/1/2" LP tap bull plug 
2-1/16" 10,000# W.P. G BX, type 11, LA NACE w/2" tap, flange 
63. 
64. 
BX-152, API 316 S.S. ring gasket 
2-1/16" lO,O00# W.P. "C", x 2-1/16" lO,OOO# W.P. 6 BX FE x FE E-trim pkg for 
350°F service, Gray gate valve 
65. BX-152, M I  316 S.S. ring gasket 
66. BX-155, API 316 S.S. ring gasket 
67. 4-1/16" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX, 4135 w/1/2" tap, flange 
68. 1/2" lO,OOO# W.P. Weld-0-LRt needle valve 
69. 5-1/8" 10,000# W.P. 6 BX x 4-1/16'' 10,000# W.P. 6 BX x 4-1/16" lO,OOO# W.P. 6 
BX, type II LA NACE, w/A206 bolting studded cross 
70. BX-155, API 316 S.S; ring gasket 
P 
e 
Q 
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CATON - 10/91 - K. Peterson 
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PPE ruac m 
CLAD- / 1- 
[* OlSPOSN WELL 
McCALL No. 1 
k 
4 
N 
NOTE: All dimensions provided for  the ouler perimeier of this locaiion are actual 
measuremenis. However, ihe  measuremenis from Ihe Gladys McCall No. 1 
l o  the exisiing produciion equipmenl are approximoie a i  besf and should 
be recognized a s  such. 
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GLADYS HcCALL 
Surface production equipment - major components only: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6. 
7. 
Separa tor  - h o r i z o n t a l  brine/methane 
Manufacturer - Enfab, - I n c . ,  Houston, TX 
ASME coded v e s s e l  
Nat ional  Board No. - 18 _._ -- 
Year b u i l t  - 1981 
Size - 54" I . D .  x 30' .0" long  
MAWP - 1440 ps ig  @ 10S°F . .__ 
S e r i a l  No. -'20&8 
Complete wi th  r e l i e f  v a l v e s ,  c o n t r o l s ,  etc.  
Gas c o o l e r  - h o r i z o n t a l  ( f i n / f a n )  
Manufacturer - Seton-Scherr ,  I n c . ,  Houston, TX 
ASME coded vessel 
Nat ional  Board No. - 626 
Year b u i l t  - 1982 
MAWP - 1290 p s i g  @ 35OoF 
S e r i a l  No. - H81280 
Brine f i l t e r  s k i d  - f ive  ( 5 )  12-3/4" O.D. p o t s  
Manufacturer - Chemco Engineer ing Co. 
ASME coded vessel 
Nat ional  Board No. - N/A 
Year b u i l t  - 1982 
MAW - 869 p s i g  @ 350°F 
S e r i a l  No. - 24211691 
G a s  compressor - IGL A r i e l  s i n g l e  s t a g  w/150 
H.P. electric motor 
Manufacturer - Compressor Sytems, Inc.  
Unit  No. - 30956 
S e r i a l  No. - H9386-4-6534 
Generator w /d ie se l  engine  
Manufacturer - I n t e r n a t i o n a l  E lec t r i c  
Model - E7188 
S e r i a l  No. - HB-0963-09 
F l a r e  s t a c k  
Manufacturer - John Zink 
Year b u i l t  - 1981 
S e r i a l  No. - S12422 . 
Three (3) 200 b b l  s tee l  s k i d  mounted tanks 
Approx. y e a r  b u i l t  - 1981 
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EXHIBIT 6-0 
PAW Drilling & Well Service, Inc. 
Daily Workover Reports for Willis Hulin Site 
From 2-7-94 Through 3-1 7-94 
6-97 

la 
ne EXPENSE 
SUPPLEzj 
Fm. 
lRUcI(IN0 
a 
ACCUZNTS m Y  REQUEST 
YES No 
w 
0 
1 
w 
-. _.  . 
TICKET ( ( 7 >  
REPORT NO. 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
F a  DATE,;)'7'74 
FIELD LEASF WELL NO. 
PARISH OR COUNTY 
Present Podoratbns Prornl Podur S d n g  
STAT€- RIG NO 
Total Depth Present Depth Tvpe p- 
P 
R 
a 
0 
R 
il 
I- I UNIT ./? -OS S 
es-s- 
e-s- 
8's- 
e-s- 
O L L  
6s-s- 
e r t  
e r r  
e- 
I 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTAW€ 
J O B N O  3wR CONTRACT NO JOB 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounls over30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per monlh not to exceed 18% anrr.v. 
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DRILLINO L WELL 
I01 GAlBERT RD. 
WAYETE.  U 20506 
' SERVICE. INC. 
T I C K E T ~  -/ '7 6 
REPORTNO. ) 
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE 
CONTRACT NO JOB- 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounls over 30 days will be charged 1 112.A per monlh no1 lo exceed 18% anmJly. 
I hk 
m ' * . a . g w r w n * n (  *n md 10% lnmna ban M(vcI hhnby w(hatnd. 
h pl#edrlh a mlkakn a p e q a  an amnq kr cdlrc(knuga d.*lltdpapaW, * . o l Z S X d h . r * . l d b . ~ h ~ W ~ a l  ou1 om. 
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, 
D 
0 
a 
Q 
Q 
P 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
(318) 261-0295 
TICKET ‘[- / ‘ I  7 
REPORTNO. 2 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
COMPANY A - 3 .  f l0F DATE 2 -9-74 
~ ~ u d , s & U c ~  LEAS- 2&4k WELLNO. 1 
PARISH OR COUNTY %A STAT RIG NO. 5 
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE- - JOB N O J 2 - X  ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO JOB 3 2  3 
TERMS: N E T  30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per monlh not lo exceed 18% antxlly. 
II O h  ICODM) h placed uim a mlkclbn wmcy or an umwuy la mlktku~ upon dddi  ol p.*nn(. a *.el 25% Or h. uplld Manee. p(*h.rrlhJ wn -ab. 
. I lomya’ Ions. gsmishmm-~~ kn ad 10% mmraat Imn la h.m auhorlnd. 
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Q 
SAFETY UEETINO p E:} Zm 
U 
Tubno -ng 
&emsetmg Size 
h d  AmL 
ske Type 
B 
8.0. P . E S  PRESSURES PROWCTKIN PRESSURE s m  
RM w u.lUlu0d.l 
MJd Tw Ske 
Wnohl VU. aDul 
D DRPl OEEPER 
cbJngD.ph I t  sue 
ap.nbpD.ph Bit Type 
FooclgeWe D 
D 
I 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD. 
LAFAYETE. LA 7- 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
TICKET 7 7 '7 3 3  
REPORTNO. .3 
9 2 s -  
9 1 s -  
e- 
e - r  
e r s -  
e - r  
e- 
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE 
JOB N O ~ A  ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO J o ~3-2-4 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per monlh not lo exceed 18% anrr.lly. 
I ho YDDUlD la plwed rrih a demon  .om or UI . M m q  lor rm*don clpan d.Wl ol pgmrq B In of 25% ol h. unp.id W r o .  l o g e h . r  Wh .I aDul muI. 
8 U m Q P * k r r . w ~ * e r m d  tmhorertlranmurtyirhm~auhorlnd. 
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0 
il 
0 
13 
D 
P 
Y 
Q 
TICKET 7 7-( 9 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE. INC. 
101 GALBERT RD. REPORTNO. 4 LAFAYETE. LA 70506 Ld (318) 261-0295 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
COMPANY .!I%<. E f l F  D A T E 2 - j )  -74 
PARISH OR COUNTY S T A T E - R I G  NO. 6 
WELLNO. 1 FlEL LEAS 
. Present Perforalions Presanl Packer Sening 
Total Deplh Present Deplh Type Plug 
i 
COMPANY REPRESENTATNF TOOLPUSHE 
JOB NO>- ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO  JOB,?^ - 4 
, TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112?/oper month not lo exceed 18% anrr.ily. 

u 
II 
il 
U 
0 
P 
u 
R 
u 
TICKET '7 -/ 8 .\. 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
101 GALBERT RD. REPORTNO. 4, LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
(318) 261-0285 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
COMPANY 4 4  8 676 DATE .2-fi- 94 
FlEL LEASE 7dd/&k-,%&'A4~ WELLNO. 1 
PARISH OR COUNTY 
r a  I 
' i  STAT RIG NO. A' 
- 8 L S -  
-e-$- 
8 L L  
- es-s- 
- 8 1 -  
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATM: 
JOB NOjsf '  4 ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO J O B S  
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per month not lo exceed 18% anmlly. 
I hir acmumlr ~Iocodwllh a oP.slla.OcroranaDomey loc cdkakmupmdo*rlt aIp.).mmc. a k . o l 2 s X o l D u ~  bplmm.(oglh.rmchalmm m a .  
mllmeYl' b.r. wnrhmnl ber old 10% *uITell ba mluily I1 h b v  auchm2.d. 
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TOOLPUSHE -2 &/.CAT COMPANY REPRESENTATM: 
JOB ~ 0 3 9 - 8  ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO. 
d 
J O B 9 2  - 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounls over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2??. per month not to exceed 18% anrrJiy. 
P 
Q 
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B 
B 
P 
P 
Present Perlorelions Present Packer Setting 
Total Deplh Prerent Deplh Type Plug 
B 
Y 
13 
m 
0 
0 
U 
COMPANY REPRESENTATNF 
CONTRACT NO JOE.- 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per monlh no1 lo exceed 18% anrr.lly. 
I N s  ymvu Ir pludrlh I 0U.abn . p m q  et I n  anomy lor m(kikm wan d.l8Jl d P.*M. In 01 ZSWd )r vpold Mru. taoohf *n .I a n  man. 
~oomcy’bwa. PUnishmml h s  md 10% hlsrnl ban muuny b hnby ~mhulzed. 
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TICKET -f 7 8 !I 
DRILLING b WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RO 
IAFAYETE. LA 70506 
(318)261-0295 
caw-n 
WDnmrr 
T.nllB.OW- 
PurrpnpSmuas 
%E WUW Wols 
AugbAbumn 
0 REPORT NO. .,# 
maw 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
COMPANY A/. <. /// I -  1 D A T E 2  H’-?L! 
FIELD X 9 A . Z  LEASF ?J& 4 71, 
PARISH OR COUNT 
WELLNO. I 
S T A T L R ~ G  NO. 5 
Present Petiorations Present Packer Setting 
Total Depth Present Depth Type Plu- 
! 
I YES I No I I I 
UPPL&$ I Ipdne. I I 
rnucKiNo I 
3” PARTY CHARGES 
PIPEWPER SLIP INSERT I 
DESEL T.I.W. 
STRIPPER PPE RIM 
EXTRA UBOR GUARD 
SUPPLES PIPE DOPE 
RAMS MEC. 
LONGDES I I I I  I I 
TmLPUSHE- 7e.z 2? COMPANY R E P A E S E N T A T N F 5 ,  
JOB NO  TI?*^ ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO  JOB,?^- ?i 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over30 days will be charged 1 la% per monlh no1 lo exceed 18% anrrjly. 
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.- _ _  - . . . . . . . . . . . - - . 
5 
u 
U 
!J 
13 
n 
P 
II 
Q 
B 
TICKET';/ -( 8 5 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE. INC. 
I01 OALBERT RD. 
LAFAYETE. LA 70SG 
(318) 261-0295 
REPORT NO. PO 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
COMPANY -&,fa / e - DATF.+?-/ 5'- ?4 
FlEL &La En?-& LEASE &;A4 -#,A 21. * ,WELLNO. 1 
PARISH OR COUNTY S T A T E . Y h  R I G N O  y7 
Present Petforations Present P, d e r  Selling 
Total Depth Present Depth rype P l u n  
TOOLPUSHE COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE, 
JOB ~ 0 . 2 2 ,  ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO--- JOB 39- 4 
TERMS:  N E T  30 DAYS.  Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 112% per month m t lo exceed 18% annllly. 
TICKET 7 -/ 8 i< 
DRILLING A WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RD 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 J i (311) 261-0295 REPORTNO. ) /  
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
Present Perlorrlions Present Packer Setting 
Total Depth Present Depth Type P l u o  
TOOLPUSHE 47 COMPANY REPRESENTATIVF- 
CONTRACTNO JOB 32- 5 ORDER NO. 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over30 days will be charged 1 112% per month not lo exceed 18% ann3y. 
Y 
lJ 
la 
P 
5 
P 
I 
u 
TICKET 778;' 
REPORT NO. /z 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
io1 WLBERT no. 
UFAYETE. VI 70506 sLd (318) 261-0295 
Presenl Periorolionr Present F scker Setling 
Tolal Deplh Present Deplh TYPO p- 
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVI 
CONTRACT NO- JOB 12- 4 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounls over30 days will be Charged 1 112% per month no1 lo exceed 18% anrrJ4. 
TICKET -f -f 8 $ 
R 
REPORTNO. 
(318) 261-0295 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT - 
0-29 - y4 - 5. fink DATE A COMPANY A& 
WELLNO. FlEL  LEAS^^ a&,, 
A. RIG NO. ?- PARISH OR COUNTY 7 >rc- j f&eb STAT 
. -..-- .... =. I I 
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D 
u 
U 
U 
B 
0 
Q 
a 
Q 
P 
u 
Q 
B 
TICKET 7 7 8 3 
DAILUNG 6 WELL 
101 GALBERT RD. REPORTNO. 14 LAFAYETE. LA 70506 “4 (318) 261-0295 
+ ;  i DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
COMPANY A . 5 .  fl0E 
PARISH OR COUNTY Mn’ 
Present Perforations Present Pa  Ster Setting 
Total Depth Present Depth T rpe Plug 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 lE% per month not lo exceed 18% anrr.fly. 
TICKET .( 'i 9 I ! 
REPORT NO. /d. 
DRILLING h WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RO. 
Ak-4 LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
\r PlS) 261-0295 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
Present Packer Setting Present Perforations 
Total Depth Present Depth Type p a  
I 
TOOLPUSHE # nAJ COMPANY REPRESENTATW-. 
JOB NO$?. 0 CONTRACTNO JOB.& 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS.  Accounlsover 30 days will be charged 1 1/2%per monlh not lo exceed 18% anrr.liy. 
u dyI 8 C a W U  IS @d *rh 8 cd*CbOfl low M U I  fOI d b d O l l  Upon d O U 1  Of P.)nnMI. 8 *.Of2%Of h. e bdMlC8.logmlh.twWl~ OUI WU. 
8IImmp' bar. 0urvJUnont h and 10% inurest Imn nuluy b henby authmzmd. 
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u 
a 
Y 
I 
lJ 
U 
U 
la 
D 
Q 
u 
Q 
w 
P 
0 
, *  
TICKET 7 -1 9 i. 
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GALBERT RO. 
IAFAYETE. LA 70506 REPORT NO. -1 6 
(318) 261-0295 
Present Packer Setting Present Petforations 
Total Deplh-.Present Depth Type Plug 
I 
SAFETY YEETINn I I 
8.0. P. TEST PRESSURES I 
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE 
CONTRACT NO JOB ?J-$ 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS. Accounls over 30 days will be charged 1 1/2% per monlh no1 lo exceed 18% anntlly. 
U hb DmDuN is PlXOd mh a dbamn .oenqof an nnWnq lor dbQm upon &Ladl 01 p.rmaU. I *.of -01  ON unpld Mmca. IOphor  mh all aul osu. 
ucomg' l a s .  o~llrhnnm~ bar Md 10% hMni ban mouiry 1s bomb auumtu.d. 
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TICKET '7 'i' 9 d 
REPORT NO. Ib  
DRILLING 6 WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 GACBERT RD. 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
DAILY WORKOVER REPORT 
Present Perlordions Present Packer Settinp 
Total Depth Present Depth Type Plug 
- ..<c.h%.2- COMPANY REPRESENTATIVF- . 3 TOOLPUSHE 
J O B N O  9 2  ORDER NO. CONTRACT NO J 0 B . L ~  
TERMS: N E T  30 DAYS. Accounts over 30 days will be charged 1 1Pii per monlh no1 lo exceed 18% anrr.lly. 
U 
i 
u 
P 
U 
R 
w 
TICKET -1 ’{ 9.3 
R E P O R T N O .  17 
DRILLING h WELL 
SERVICE, INC. 
101 WLBERT RD. 
LAFAYETE. LA 70506 
(316)261-0295 
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CURRENT CONDITION OF WELLS 
WILLIS H U L I N  PRODUCTION WELL 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D)  S p e c i a l  problems : 
S u r f a c e  
Bottom h o l e  p r e s s u r e :  + 18,000 p s i  
Bottom h o l e  t empera tu re :  - + 350°F 
r e s s u r e :  7,600 p s i  - 2000' of d i e s e l  i s  on t o p  
of t h e  9 P /gal  b r i n e .  
(1) 
(2) 
17 .2# /ga l  mud i s  i n  t h e  3-1/2" x 6.05'' annu lus .  
The w e l l  was d r i l l e d  by The S u p e r i o r  O i l  Company. 
P r i o r  t o  t h e  workover ,  p r e s s u r e  was on 9-5/8" x 11- 
3/4" a n n u l u s ,  t h e  9-5/8" x 6.05 annu lus  and t h e  3- 
1 /2"  x 6.0-5" annu lus .  
(3) The 5" t ieback a t  19,192'  was p a r t i a l l y  c o l l a p s e d  
and had t o  be opened u s i n g  a watermelon m i l l .  
(4) There  are two packe r s  i n  t h e  6.05" c a s i n g .  The 
bot tom one h a s  t h e  pack ing  mandrel up f o r  an 
o u t s i d e  seal and  the t o p  has  a normal seal  b o r e  
assembly . 
As shown i n  t h e  w e l l  s chemat i c ,  each  of t h e  a n n u l i  
h a s  l i t t l e  cement i n  them. 
(5) 
( 6 )  Due t o  t h e  1-13/16" v a l v e s  on t h e  we l lhead ,  a small 
t h r u  t u b i n g  w i r e l i n e  gun was used t o  p e r f o r a t e  and 
t h e  p e r f o r a t i o n s  are probably  q u i t e  small. 
(7) There i s  a m e t h a n e  gas cap 5 500' 
and 2% H2S. 
w i t h  5 20% C02 
WILLIS HULIN SALTWATER DISPOSAL WELL 
(A)  There is no p r e s s u r e  on t h i s  w e l l .  
(B) 
(C) 
The bot tom h o l e  t e m p e r a t u r e  i s  probably  less than  180°F. 
The w e l l  had t o  be a c i d i z e d  twice t o  r educe  t h e  i n j e c t i o n  
p r e s s u r e .  
(1) There  is a p o s s i b i l i t y  t h a t  th i s  w e l l  h a s  
backflowed and sanded up. 
(2)  S e v e r a l  b a r r e l s  o f  mud were i n a d v e r t e n t l y  flowed 
i n t o  t h e  d i s p o s a l  format ion  d u r i n g  t h e  s h o r t  t e s t ,  
due t o  c o l l a p s e d  f i l t e r s .  It is d o u b t f u l  t h a t  
enough b r i n e  w a s  i n j e c t e d  t o  d i s p e r s e  i t  v e r y  f a r  
from t h e  w e l l  b o r e .  
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Figure 6-3. Willis Hulin No. 1 well schematic as completed by EOC, January 3, 1990. 
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R Figure 6-4. Willis Hulin CVW No. 1 well schematic as completed by EOC, February 28, 1989. 
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PACKER INFORMATION 
WlLLIS H U L I N  NO. 1 
Type: (Top P a c k e r )  Baker 45-30 FB-1 R e t a i n e r  P r o d u c t i o n  
Packe r  
S e t  a t  - 15,950' 
Length  F e e t  - 2.38 
O.D. I n c h e s  - 4.562 
I . D .  I n c h e s  - 3.00 
40-30 S e a l  Bore E x t e n s i o n  
Length  F e e t  - 19.34 
O.D. I n c h e s  - 3.780 
I.D. I n c h e s  - 3.00 
C o n c e n t r i c  Coupl ing  
Leng th  F e e t  - .66 
O.D. I n c h e s  - 4.440 
I . D .  Inches - 3.00 
40-30 S e a l  Bore E x t e n s i o n  (end of t o o l )  
Leng th  F e e t  - 9.64 
O.D. I n c h e s  - 3.780 
I . D .  I n c h e s  - 3.00 
T o t a l  l e n g t h  ( t o p  p a c k e r )  - 32.02 Feet 
Type: (Lower Packe r )  Baker 45 FA-36 R e t a i n e r  P r o d u c t i o n  Packe r  
Leng th  F e e t  - 2.43 
O.D. I n c h e s  - 4.562 
I.D. I n c h e s  3.625 x 3.00 
WILLIS HULIN CVW NO. 1 
Type: TIW SS-BB Perm. Packer  5,450.00' t o  5,473.25' 
P a c k e r  and S e a l  Bore E x t e n s i o n  - 23.25' 
P a c k e r  I.D. - 6.00" 
S e a l  Bore Assembly 17 .36 '  l ong  w i t h  5.8125 '' I . D .  
6-136 
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Figure 6-5a. Willis Hulin No. 1 wellhead dimensions schematic as of October 1990. 
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Figure 6-5b. Willis Hulin No. 1 wellhead dimensions schematic as of October 1990. 
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BX-151 API 304 S.S. ring gaskets 
1-3/8" S.S. straight gauge cock w/O-lO,OOO# W.P. S.S. pressure gauge w/4-1/2" face 
13 
I 
w 
O 
R 
Q 
63 
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0 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
-- WI LIS N WELLHEAD 
1-13/16" B-11-A-0 20,000# W.P. (special O-ring seal) treecap 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. WKM "m-1" FE x FE gate valve w/T-26 hi-temp trim (S/N 
584 198- 1) 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P.'flange tapped w/l-3/8" autoclave, 12's UNC 
BX-151 API 304 S.S. ring gasket 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. Om; "PC" FE x FE positive choke 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. WKM "m-1" FE x FE gate valve w/Otis type "u" hydraulic 
operator w/T-26 hi-temp trim (S/N 581833-4) 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. WKM "m-1" FE x FE gate valve wf"-26 hi-temp trim (S/N 
5366 12-3) 
1-13/16" x 1-13/16" x 1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. studded T-608 flow tee 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. WKM "m-1" FE x FE gate valve w/Otis type "u" hydraulic 
operator w/T-26 hi-temp trim (S/N 2584563-1) 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. WKM "m-1" FE x FE gate valve w/T-26 hi-temp trim (S/N 
538396-4) 
7-1/16" 20,000# W.P. open face bottom x 1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. studded top OCT 
"A-5-P" S.S. tubing head bonnet adaptor w/test port and w/bottom bored for hi- 
pressure extended neck tubing hanger 
7-1/16" 20,000# W.P. x 7-1/16" 20,000# W.P. OCT type 'TCM-BG" tubing head 
w/two (2) 1-13/16'' 20,000# W.P. F.p.0.'~ and w/bottom bored for hi-pressure 
extended neck tubing hanger I 
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WILLIS HULIN NO. 1 PRODUCTIO N WELLHEAD 
BX-151 MI 304 S.S. ring gaskets 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. blind flange tapped w/l-1/8" N.F.T. 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. WKM "m-1" FE x FE gate valve w/Otis type "u" hydraulic 
operator w/T-26 hi-temp trim (S/N 2-580038-3) 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. WKM "m-1" FE x FE gate valve w/T'-26 hi-temp trim (S/N 
575456-1) 
BX-151 API 304 S.S. ring gaskets 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. blind flange tapped w/l-1/8" N.F.T. 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. WKM "m-1" FE x FE gate valves w/T-26 hi-temp trim 
(S/N's 575778-1 & 575822-4) 
7-1/16" 20,000# W.P. x 11" 15,000# W.P. FE x FE, 6.05" OCT type 'TCM-00" 
tubing head w/two (2) 1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. F.P.0.k (S/N - none) 
Note: includes 6" x 3-1/2" Armco Nu-Lock type 'TC-1A-EN" tubing hanger, grooved 
for an OCT 3" type "IS" back pressure valve w/6.05" casing pack-off at the bottom 
of the 7-1/16" x 11" tubing head 
11" 15,000# W.P. x 11" 10,000# W.P. DSA w/internal 6.05" casing pack-off 
1-13/16" lO,OOO# W.P. WKM "m-1" FE x FE gate valve w/T-22 trim (S/N 535178- 
4) 
1-13/16" 10,000# W.P. blind flange tapped w/l-1/8" N.F.T. 
BX-151 A P I  304 S.S. ring gaskets ' 
11" 10,000# W.P. x 13-5/8" 5,000# W.P. FE x FE, 9-5/8" OCT type "C-29-L-00 
casing spool (S/N 54290) 
Note: includes - 10" x 6-1/16' OCT type "C-29" casing hanger at the top of the csg 
spool and a 9-5/8" csg pack-off at the bottom 
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WLLIS HU LIN NO. 1 PRODUCTIO N WELLHEAD 
2-1/16" 5,000# W.P. WKM FE x FE gate valve w/T-22 trim (S/N 33969) 
2-1/16" 5,000# W.P. blind flange tapped w/l-1/8" N.F.T. 
R-24 MI ring gaskets 
13-5/8" 5,000# W.P. x 16-3/4" 3,000# W.P. FE x FE, 11-3/4" OCT type "C-29-LO0" 
casing spool (S/N. 24884) 
Note: includes 12" x 9-5/8" OCT type "C-29" csg hanger at the top of the csg spool 
and a 11-3/4" csg pack-off at the bottom 
16-3/4" 3,000# W.P. O m  type "C-22" SOW casing head w/2" thick x 34" O.D. base 
plate and eight (8) 2" thick gussets (S/N none) 
Note: includes 16-3/4" x 11-3/4" OCT type "C-22" casing hanger at the top of the 
csg head 
2" x 6" XXH nipple 
2" X X H  bull plug 
2-1/16" 3,000# W.P. WKM thread x thread S.S. gate valve w/T-21 trim (S/N 
555530-1) 
2" XXH bull plug 
R-66 MI ring gasket 
R-24 MI ring gasket 
2-1/16" 5,000# W.P. companion flange w/2" N.F.T. 
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WILLIS HULIN NO. 1 PRODUCTIO N WELLHEAD 
2" XXH bull plug 
BX-160 API ring gasket 
BX-151 API ring gasket 
1-13/16" lO,OOO# W.P. companion flange w/2" N.F.T. 
2" XXH bull plug 
BX-158 API ring gasket 
BX-158 API ring gasket 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. blind flange 
BX-151 API 304 S.S. ring gasket 
BX-156 API 304 S.S. ring gasket 
BX-151 API 304 S.S. ring gasket 
1-13/16" 20,000# W.P. blind flange 
BX-156 API 304 S.S. ring gasket 
BX-151 MI 304 S.S. ring gasket 
BX-151 API 304 S.S. ring gasket 
BX-151 API 304 S.S. ring gasket 
BX-151 MI 304 S.S. ring gasket 
BX-151 MI 304 S.S. ring gasket 
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Figure 6-6a. Willis Hulin CVW No. 1 disposal wellhead dimensions as completed by EOC, 
February 1989. 
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Figure 6-6b. Willis Hulin CVW No. 1 disposal wellhead dimensions as completed by EOC, EATON 
February 1989. 
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WILLIS HULIN C V W NO, 1 DISPOSAL WELLHEAD 
1/2" N.P.T. x 4-1/2" face, 0-5,000 PSI W.P. pressure gauge 
1/2" N.P.T. 5,000# W.P. needle valve 
2-7/8" 8 Rd nipple w/1/2" N.P.T. tap 
7-1/16" 5,000# W.P. flange w/2-7/8" 8 Rd R.F. 
7-1/16" 5,000# W.P. flange x 6" weld neck 
R-46 API 316 S.S. ring gasket 
7-1/16" 5,000# " O m ,  Model 20, balanced stem FE x FE gate valve (7-1/8" drift) 
R-46 Mi 316 S.S. ring gasket 
Composite tree consisting of: two (2) master valves and one (1) swab valve, each 
being 7-1/16" 5,000# "OW, Model 20, balanced stem gate valves (7-1/8" drift); 
one (1) 7-1/16" 5,000# studded wing angled at 45 degrees from tree body,, and one 
(1) 4-1/16" 5,000# flanged wing at 90 degrees to body 
R-50 API 316 S.S. ring gasket 
11" 5,000# W.P. x 9" 5,000# W.P. DSA 
R-54 API 316 S. S. ring gasket 
13-3/8" 3,000# W.P. x 11" 5,000# W.P. w/wo (2) 2" LP.S.O.'s, tubing spool 
2" L.P. x 6" long, XXHW nipple 
2" LP. MI 3,000# W.P. gate valve 
1/2" N.P.T. x 4-1/2" face, 0-5,000# pressure gauge 
1/2" N.P.T. needle valve 
2" LP., tapped w/1/2" N.P.T., XXHVY bull plug 
R-57 API 316 S.S. ring gasket 
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WILLIS HUL IN C V W NO. 1 D ISPOSAL WELLHEAD 
20. 13-3/8" S.O.W. x 13-5/8" MI 3,000# W.P. w/two (2) 2" Lp.s.0.'~ and base plate 
for 20: casinghead 
2" LP. 3,000# W.P. ball valve 
2" LP. x 6" long, XXHVY nipple 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
2" LP. solid, S S H V Y  bull plug 
2" LP. solid, XXHVY bull plug 
R-39 API 316 S.S. ring gasket 
4-1/16'' 5,000# " O m  Model 20, balanced stem FE x FE gate valve 
27. R-46 A H  316 S.S. gasket 
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WILLLS HULIN 
Surface production equipment - major components only: 
1. Glycol Dehydration Unit; Manufacturer - Ken Wind Co. 
Skid mounted u n i t  with 6 tray absorber tower (12-3/4" O.D. x 
20' high), a 125,000 BTU/Hr Glycol regenerator, and associated 
scrubbers, accumulators, separators and pumps. 
Model No.: SB10-6H 
S/N: 8402-215 
Heater S/N: 40370 
Manufactured approx. 1984 
Reconditioned/preserved - 9/91 
a 
a 
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Turnkey Bids for McCall and Hulin Sites 
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. * . 
G W Y S  Hc&L NO. 1 
._ 
TURNKEY B I D S  FOR INDEPENDF3T P M  OPERATIONS' ON 
TILE CLALIYS HcCALL WELL NO. I ,  W E N O N  l'AltIS11; LA 
B I D  WTKLX 
IFD-GH-93-3-21 
. ,  
LINE ITEM DESCRIPTION 
. .. 
SECTION I: K i l l  (final zero surface pressure) the Gladys McCall 
No. {. $-NO BID t 
. .  f o  
( t  I . - Estimated time t o  complete . .  . . -  - -  
a I '  
SECTION TI: K i l l  the  Gladys IkCalL No. 1 and p lace  a bottom cement 
plug above the- present  product ion  perforations. Cement 
plug (location and s i z e )  must comply w i t h  a l l  appl icable  
regulat ions .  
Estimated t i m e  t o  complete 
Y c - z $ NO BIb Lo 
'.. 3 1  
SECTION I L L :  Place the  bottom cement p lug  oniy.  $ NO BID 
8 Estimated tine to  complete  
in . 
5 
bI * - SECTION 1': Complete plug 1 and abandonment (PEA) of the G3.adys l4cCall * 1  
No. 1 after the w e l l  has been k i l l e d  and the b o t t o m  cement 
plug has bezn placed by someone other than bidder. 
8 :  
L 2 5 . 1 2 5 - L  - i .  
. 
PA!\' D r i l l L n g  t Wall S e r v l c c ,  Inc. . Bidder's (Company's] Mame - 
Signature of Author ized .  Company Representative L 
I '  
;I j 
$ 2  
w '  
A '  
3 .  .. 
/ Q 
Date : 4/28/.93 . w  ' 
a 
e + 
(n 
P 
" .  L . .  
.. TURNKEY B I D S  FOR INDEPENDENT P M  OPERATIONS ON' 
T1JE G W Y S  NcChLL WELL NO. 1, W E I k O N  I'NUSIL, L A  
BID luuR1X 
IFD-ca-93 -3 -21 *, .. 
* GLADYS HcCfhL NO. 1 
Page 2 of 2 
.. . 
-.-, - . .. :. - LINE ITEM DESCRIPTION .. . 
SECTIOK v: To k i l l  the Gladys McCall No. 1, place the bottcm cement' 
p lug ,  and complete plug and abandonment: (PU) of the w e l l .  $ 40.135 . 1 -  
I Estiloa&d t i m e  t o  complete  
...... t '  
SECTION VI: Cost to provide a "Performance Bond", with "Payment 
Clause", as described in Notc No. 8,  Pages 3 and 4 ,  
of this IPB. . $ 1.556 
Y Es 
NO 
XX SECTION VII: Have any of the above bids been affected by b i d d e r ' s  
interesc in salvaging any c a s i n g /  tubing or surface 
production equipment? .. . 
' 'If yes, please attach an itcmized l i s t  of all items 
bidder i s  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  o b t a i n i n g .  
A11 s a l v a g e a b l e  surr'ace 6 dour.:?ole e q u i p n e n t  
F E .  z c 
PAW D r x l l i n g  L Y e l l  S e r v i c e ,  Inc. e 10 ' Bidder's (Company's) ;?ame - 
/3 v 
* Signature o€ Authorized Company Representative fl- 
I 
Page 1 of 2 
TURNKEY BIDS FOR INDEPfd4DENT P M  OPEM'JXONS ON 
TIE WILLIS IIULLN WELL NO- 1 AND WILLLS HULIN CVW NO. L, VELtMILION PARISII, LA 
. TFU-UH-93-3-23 . TURNKEY BID 
AS STATED 
a m  MTRLX 
.. WILLIS U L ~ z r r  NO. 1 ,i' 
LINE ITEM DESCKIPTIOti 
SECTLON I: Kill (final zero surface pressure) the Willis Iiulin 
No. 1. 
I 
1 .. Estkmated tine to complete 
, .... 
. SECXLON 11: K i l l  the Willis Hulin No. 1 and Dlace n botton cement 
sT\ + 
in 
in 
plug above the present p r o d u c t i o h  perforotions. 
plug (location and s ize ) .  m u s t  comply with a l l  ap2licable 
r egu 18 t ions 
Cement 
Estimated rime t o  complete '  
-4 
0 
" 
$ N o U i d  9-. SECTLON IIQ Place the bottom cement plug only. 
* '  
Est imated  time to comple te  
SECTIOK IV: Conplete plug hnd abzndonment (P6rA) of the W i l l F s  HulLn 
No. 1 after tt? well has been ki, led and the bottom cement 
p lug  has been placed by someone ocher t h a n  b i d d e r .  
E s t i m a t e d  t h e  to  complete 
$ 3 1 , 2 3 0  
130 'lours 
Y. c 
? Bidder's (Compaoy's) Name PAW D r i l l i n g  6 Well  S e r v i c e ,  I n c .  
0 
Signature of Auchoiized Company Representative 
1 
a : 
Date: 4/28/93 a ul 
.. 
Page 2 o f 2  
TURNKEY BIDS FOR INDEPENDENT. PM O P m n o N s  ON. .-- 
TIE WILLIS: XIULIN':NO:.:;1 .M4D WILLIS HULZN CVW NO.:.'I; VEMLL1ON . .  PARXSU,"XA. ' . 
' -  . B I D  HA'IXIX 
IFB-UlL-93-3-23. . mm1EY BLD 
:... . .* . . . ASSTATED WILLIS UULIN' NO. 1 
LINE ITEM DESCRIPTION 
SECTLOt*i V: To kill the M i l l i s  HulLn No. 1 ,  place the bottom cenent 
plug', and coinnplete p lug  and abandonment .* (PU) - of the:well. $ 519100 
i Estimated time t o  complete 1 Ar) P p w + c  - I . .  . .  
SECTION VI: C o s t  to provide' a."Perforrnance Bond", with !'Payment .... ' .. . e r  I 
Clause",.as described i n  Uote No. 8 ,  Pages 3 and 4 ,  I S  I $ 3.3111) 
. .  of th is  IFB:. . 
SECTION V I X :  Have any of the above bLds been affected by bidder's 
i n t e r e s t  i n  salvaging any casing/cubing or surface 
production equfpment? 
e 
CI 
VI 
o\ 
xx YES 
KO 
. .  If y e s ,  please attach an i'temized List * of . _  a l l  items. ... . 3:. bicldar fs gnterest'ed i n  obtaining. All salvageabl'e d o i n h o l e  & s u r f a c e  e q u i p .  
WILLIS ILULIN C W  NO. 1 
e. . 
SECTION VIII: Plug and abandoi (Pa) the Willis Hulh CVW No. 1 $0 
E s t i m a t e d  time to complete 35 ;lours 
%as the above bid been a f fec ted  by bidder's in teres t  Ln 
in salvaging any casing/ tubing or che disposal wellhead? 
If y e s ,  p l ease  attach an itemized list of a l l  items b idder  
i s  Fncerested i n  obtaining. 
XX YES SECTION IX: 
NO 
A 1 1  s a l v a g e a b l e  lownhole 6 sur face  equip. 
k? 
E. 
e 
Q '  
c 
; 
a i d d e r '  s (Company's) ZJane 
', Sigoacure of Xuckorized Company Representative I L 
- .. . . . . . ... ... -- 
a 
a 
P 
Q 
Q 
P 
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EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
Costs Savings Report 
Y 
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EG&G IDAHO, INC. 
Transporation & Renewable Energy Programs 
Ted L.  Rasmussen, U n i t  Manager 
COSTS SAVINGS 
I d e n t i f i e d  bel ow a r e  c o s t  savings r e s u l t i n g  from Q u a l i t y  P ro jec t  Management 
Procedures.  * A  savings of $3.1 mil l ion  r e s u l t e d  when E6&6 Idaho, Inc. replaced 
the s i te  ope ra to r  f o r  three geothermal t es t  sites and i n s t i t u t e d  proper  
p r o j e c t  management, i n t ens ive  inves t iga t ion  of  work t o  be performed ( r e s u l t i n g  
i n  knowing the proper way t o  accomplish the work) and day t o  day cont ro l  of 
c o n t r a c t s  by the p r o j e c t  manager Bennie N. Rinehart .  
DOE cost e s t ima te  w i t h  the o r ig ina l  con t r ac to r :  
P&A Wells ( 3 )  $1,592,442 
Restora t ion  $347 620* 
Administration (llin) $1,007,776 
NORM Storage (10:)’) $1 58,400 
Total  Cost $3,106,238 
* Note: The s i te  r e s t o r a t i o n  f o r  Gladys McCall was estimated t o  be $115,435 
by the o r i g  nal con t r ac to r .  When i t  was placed lout f o r  bid the c o s t  came i n  a t  
$868,350. EG&G Idaho, Inc. changed the r e s t o r a t i o n  plan and completed i t  f o r  
578,806. Using this amount then the savings  shown below would be increased by 
$789,544 t o  $3,191,782. 
EG&G Idaho, Inc. c o s t  
P&A Wells (3) $185,214 
Restora t ion  $177,000 
Admini s t r a t i  on (llm) $60,000 
NORM DisDosal $44,400 
Subcon t r a c t s  (Engi nee r i  ng -8i A t t o h e y )  
Total  Cost 
$237.386 
$704 000 
SAV I NlGS $2,402,238 
$3,191,782 Adjusted Total  SAVINIGS - 
3 - 218 - 94 
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Exhibit 6-S 
PAW Drilling & Well Service, Inc. 
P&A Cost and Salvage Report 
6-161 
6- 162 
Workover 
P-Wing 
CeY 
,lore 
Offshore 
DRILLING 81 WELL 
SERVICE, INC 
101 GALBERT 
LAFAYETTE. LA 
RD. 
70506 
UFAYEmE 
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
OFFICE: (318) 2610295 
Augurit 6, 1993 
E G C G Idaho, Inc. 
P, 0. Box 1625 
Idaho Falls, ID 83415 
Attn: Mr. Mike Bolender 
RE: P L A Geopressured Wells - EGLG Idaho No C93-160650 
Pursuant to my conversations with Mr. Elill Crownover and Mr. Ben 
Rinehart, we are pleased to submit the following information for 
your review. 
1. Gladys McCall #1 Well 
Cameron Parish, LA 
2. Gladys McCall SWDW #1 
Cameron Parish, LA 
3.  W. Hulin #1 Well 
Vermilion Parish, LA 
4. W. Hulin CVW #l 
Vermilion Parish, LA 
6-163 
Cost to P h A $ 297,000 
Salvage Value 2 5 3 I3 0 0 --------- 
cost to P L A $ 12,000 
Salvtage Value 12 000 
PLA for salvage -0- 
--------- 
Cost to P L A $ 151,100 
Salvage Value 96 ,800  --------- 
Net Bid/PLA $ 54,300 
cost to P & a $ 12,000 
Salvage Value 12,000 
PLA for salvage -0- 
--------- 
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